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.LEX IS GOt N
LL OUT
TO CATCH UP WITH DEMAND
Lex cigarettes are breaking records so fast that we are
really stretching ourselves to meet smokers' demands I
In Calcutta alone sales of L'EX cigarettes have increased'
5000% in course of three months! In addition, LEX has
obtained large export orders.
We are not surprised that LEX is winning popularity so fast. LEX is just right-not
too strong,
not too light.
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HIS year the Congress is going all out to impress people in its own
bloody way that August is a month to remember.
It is, for
diverse reasons.
Twenty-five years ago Rabindranath
died in August.
and 110 Indian to date has been able to fill the void. In August 1942
the Congress Working Committee passed the Quit India resolution in
Bombay and cheered up when the police arrived, because the leaders,
according to their subsequent· admission, had no plan of action.
The
people t.ook up the challenge in a heroic but disjointed way-for
the
Congress to cash in on it later. Towards August 1943 innumerable men,
women and children began to stumble into Calcutta from riceless villages,
with a lean and hungry look. But they were not dangerous and died in
the streets like flies. In August' 1945 mushroom clouds over Hiroshima
heralded a terror weapon and the cold war. A year later the streets of
Calcutta again filled with corpses, and the stench, physical as well as
moral, was unbearable, so unbearable that in August 1947 the Congress
agreed to partition
the country.
Thanks
to the wearisome condition
of Indian humanity, the national movement, born under one law, to
another was bound.
No wonder that it was seH-division, for the Congress,
ever since the early thirties, had been scared of mass movements, even of
joint Hindu-Muslim
action against the Raj.
Unity at the barricades
during and after the Rashid Ali Day demonstrations
in Calcutta was
unholy unity, according to Gandhiji.
In the eighteen Augusts since 1947 many things have happened, but
our memory after independence has been so strained by the instant glory
and the continuing misery that the events are blurred.
Moreover, 1947
marked a watershed, making it easier for the middle-aged to look back
at what had occurred before and at the time of the transfer of power than
recall the immediate past-history
since 1947 having had no significant
break in this country.
Maybe each constituent
unit of the Republic
has its own August story. On the all-India scale, it requires an effort to
recall that last year's war with Pakistan began in August;
perhaps one
should be grateful that fighting has not been resumed to celebrate the
anniversary,
though there is no -dearth of invigorating
rumours of a
massive build-up in Both India and Pakistan.
As a rhymed couplet now
current in West Bengal goes--When
people want something to eat/On
borders drums begin to beat.
There has been no war with out~iders, but this August will be
remembered for the police offensive in "most States with the connivance
of the Centre.
It is almost a war on the people who want Independence
spelled out in kilograms of wheat and rice. Assam has gone through the
familiar ordeal. Here, Durgapur may not be enough (if the West Bengal
Labour Ministe~ can n:eet the representatives
of an· unrecognised trade
union, why couldn't the General Manager of the Durgapur Steel Works ?).
Restless tea garden workers in North Bengal, as in Durgapur, will' see
strange police faces, from Kashmir, Punjab, Andhra or Ori~sa.
Ten
battalions from outside are to be stationed in West Bengal.
Plans are
said to be ready for mass arrests towards the end of this month; goondas
are being groomed and it would not be at all difficult for bomb-throwing
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agents to discredit a leftist moyement and prove the N anda thesis of
a c.onspiracy of violence and sabotage.
Jails are being cleared and got ready.
1£ this plan of action goes through,
this August may well begin the process of final disillusionment
with parliamentary
democracy.
Not many
tears need be shed, however, if the
emperor goes without his Westminster clothes and appears as he is. In
that case the common sense and patriotism of the Indian
people,. to
which Mr Nanda
referred in his
August
15 broadcast,
might
well
prompt them to tackle the new internal threat by other means, if necessary.

sives, who suddenly discovered their
salvation in the letting of patriotic
gore.
It was tlJo good to last beyond
two or three' winks.
The war was
ended;
the racketeers
and blackmarketeers took over. Even as prices
soared, there was a planned de-escalation of Fourt.h Plan aspiratioQs. Suddenly, Mr Subramaniam
slinked his
way in. A tribute to Indian plasticity, the slogan of self-reliance uno derwent
a magnificent
sea-change.
'No salvation
without
importation',
said Mr Subramaniam,
adding, hy the
implication
of his actions, tl~at there
was no humiliation
that was not
worth 'the price. - The Union Minister for Food and Agriculture
can indeed be proud of his achievements:
Recolonisation
domestic output of food fell by. 13
million tons from t.he previous year's
Persons single-minded
in their defigure, hut this shortfall was more
votion to gimmickry, and possessing
than made up by the outturn of our
minds uncluttered
by any trace of
begging endeavours abroad.
ideology, can achieve a great deal in
If all this foreign
bounty
could
the way of ruining a nation even in
not alleviate the dist.ress in the deficourse of a brief twelve months. This
cit areas and prevent
deaths
from
is what the span from August 1965
"malnutrition"
in places such as
to August 1966 proves. Never was so
Orissa,
rulers
and
administrators
much harm done in so short a time.
could hardly be blamed:
after all, it
That the harvest would be pretty bad
is sacrifices such as these which make
was already beginning to be obvious
in August.
But our rulers had other
the great venture of democracy so
tantalizing.
And since nothing must
decks to clear.
Pakistan had to be
be done to damage the prospects of
given a bloody nose, and so plans for
democratic
survival in the countrv,
providing
food for the people had
New Delhi ideologues took time out
to be shelved.
Some sort of a Food
(.0 prepare
a new interpretation
of
Corporation
had set up a rickety
the Leninist thesis. True, the policy
office somewhere
in
the city ot
Madras, but nobody was yet botherof the principle is the best policy, but
ing to utilise its machinery to gather
since the principle at issue is of sur·
the .surplus food from the affluent
vival, one must pursue the policy of
areas.
In so far as procurement
of
survival.
Any effort t.o make the
economy more viable through interfood was concerned, sovereignty benal reorganization
will disturb
the
longed
to the State Governments,
entrenched
class interests,
and will
and that was that.
There was no
therefore be inimical to self-preservaquestion of planning ahead for food,
tion.
Survival could therefore come
not even planning
ahead for a few
short months.
Meanwhile,
even as only t.r-rough a sell-out to foreign inthe first Pakistan Pattons were getterests, provided a satisfactory quid
pm quo was marked out. Once the
ting stalled along the Amritsar-Lanettle of the new principle was grasphare sectors, our good friends
the
Consortium
countries
promptly
cut
ed, spectacular
developmen.t
followoff the flow of ·aid. But our leader~
ed. The World Bank and the US
administrat.ion
want cement to be
were still quite a bit heady with military pseudo-success.
Don't give us
decontrolled;
cement is decontrolled. The Bank and the Americans
all that jazz, said they, we can do
want a price-and-distribution
holiwithout aid, we will he self-reliant,
day for seven years for. the fertilizer
- we will marry defence and developindustry;
the holiday is announced.
ment in a wondrous plan, and turn
The Bank and the Americans want
back on filthy foreign lucre. Those
the annulment
of industrial licensing
were the days of thunder, at Chowprovisions for fifteen and odd stratepatty, at the Brigade Parade Ground,
at the Ramlila Maidan.
Glee filled
gic industries;
the provisions
are
annulled.
The Bank and the Amethe hearts of the professional progres-

ricans want devalution of the ru
the rupee is devalued.
The
and the Americans want further
ralisation
of imp9rts
for the
consumer
industries;
orders
issued liberalising
imports for
industries.
The .Bank and the
ricans want t.he Fourth Plan to
based on a "realistic assessment
resources";
the Finan_ce Mini
promises in Parliament
that the P
will be based on a realistic a
ment of resources. The Bank and
Americans want the majority s
of new fertilizer plants to vest .
foreigners;
the Union Governm
has apparently
agreed to concede
the foreigners the prerogative of
controlling
majority in the new £
tilizer plants.
The re-colonisation
of the Ind'
economy is almost complete. Th
are however only two minor poin
but which ought not to worry
since our rulers know best. Despi
the generous scale of our surrend
the total aid coming in this year
be barely two-thirds of what it w
last year.
Also, the per capita i
come in the current year is seven
cent less than last year's level.

Peace With Neighbours
It is doubtful if the present Go
ernment will pay much heed to Pres'
dent Radhakrishnan's
call for elIo
"to achieve good neighbourly
reI
tions with Pakistan and China". Wi
t.he approaching
elections in view
the Congress Government has predict
ably revived the theme of a grave an
immediate
threat to India's security
posed in concert by these two coun·
tries.
The
suggestion
that India
might take the initiative in conclud·
ing a no-war pact with China has been
summarily turned down; nor is there
any indication
that the Government
is eveu giving alLY thought to ways
of reaching some kind of a negotiated
settlement .. The
Government
Sa)l
that the Chinese are not interested in
a settlement
and hence there is no
point in wasting time in a search for
Sino-Indian
understanding.
Since
ew Delhi says so, this must be the
truth, the whole truth, absolute and
unchangeable,
and any suggestion for
peace with China is regarded as un·
realistic,
if not branded
as anti·
national.
Thankls perhaps to Anglo-Ameri.
can interest in the matter, pleas for
good neighbourly
relations with Pa·
AUGUST
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tan are not quite so suspect. At
t, New Delhi does not dare to
at these suggestions, rSO long as
yare couched in general terms,
ite so contemptuously
as it does
ilar suggestions in relation
to
ina. But the theme of Sino-Pakisi collusion becomes a convenient
rose for keeping up tension over
istan as well. So long as Rawalndi remains in Peking's evil clutchso the argument goes, it will be
e to expect it to behave peaceably,
d since Pakistan and China seem
be coming closer to each other Ina can only expect the two to rein implacably hostile to her, both
'vidually and jointly.
Neither country, in fact, seems enhered with an excess of friendlitowards India.
But does India
m over-eager
for
friendship?
eitherabout China nor about Pakis, is India's striving for friendly relIOnsaccepted by the world as aleth~r exemplary. Admittedly other
untnes are not necessarily
fair;
e are prejudiced against India for
er reasons, some are partial
todsChina and, more often, towards
kistan in their own interests.
Bu't
ely n~t all the disappointment
th IndIa expressed abroad springs
m !thwarted self-interest~ not all
criticism is associated with some
her motivation.
Leave aside what others think or
, Are we sure in our own minds
t we have done all we could to
blish friendly relations with all
neighbours, especially with the
that are the most important?
may well be true that they have
e ;!ess, but they apparently
do
tlunk so. There is obviously
a
ossalamount of misunderstanding
of which may not be on the oth~l:
e. Even if China and Pakista 11
sunderstand us more than we do
, there is nothing to prevent us
renew and intensify our efforts to
oYe the dangerous
accretion
of
nder tanding
and
suspicion.
t prevents Iew Delhi from mak. a stratghtfo~ard
approach
to
na for a full and honest discuson all disputed matters?
W'hat
en~ it f~om agreeing to similar
SSlOn WIth Pakistan, including'
s on the Kashmir issue? Neither
Id offend its self-respect, which
any case is already
devalued
nd measure. What stands in the
is that we do not quite see the
rIanee of being able to live in

peace with our neighbours.
When
any of them gives us trouble, we can
always
complain
to Washington,
London and Moscow. Not that Pakistan acts differently, but Mr Bhutto,
whatever may be his other faults, has
at least reminded his countrymen that
their future lies in Asia. It is a long
time since we last heard about India's
Asian identity, except from American
spokesmen who would
like to see
India included in an Asian counterpoise to China,
Settlement
of international
disputes is never an easy task; it is much
more difficult when the issues, as in
the case of India's
disputes
with
Pakistan and China, have beert allowed to generate so much prejudice and
passion.
It can be attempted
only
by a Government
which recognizes
that it is more important
to work
for the nation's peace than to keep
up international
disputes for its internal political survival.
The disputes
with China and Pakistan
give the
Congress Government
an excuse for
stifling dissentient opinion, for organized efforts to discredit other political panies which would like to sec
normal
relations
established
with
these countries.
The result' is that
even ordinary people, with no political axes to grind, who are unhappy
over India's failure to settle her disputes with her neighbours are afraid
of saying so for fear of being accused
of anti-national
bias. The President's
call for good neighbourly
relations
may have little influence on the Government's
policies, but it should at
least give some strength to the muted
voices of dissent.

Failure Of Proxy
Recent events in Kohima tragically
highlight the futility of the Government of India's attempt
to rule a
~eople, who are at best uncooperatIve, by proxy.
The ruling
Naga
National Organisation
has never had
any pretensions
to being a political
party; lacking a cohesive ideology,
It. was ~ound together only by indiVIdual Illterests that were, in the nature of events,
destined
to clash
sooner or later.
Friends of Nagaland
had hoped however
that the clash
would occur over a less ignominious
reason :. it is reported
that disaffection came out into the open only
when a reallocation of jobs and portfolios last month seemed to benefit
the Aos at the expense of the Semas,

Angamis
and
other
already
disgruntled
tribes.
Inter-tribal
rivalry
has existed all along in both the State
and "Federal" governments,
but the
rag bag of the N aga National Organisation would probably have managed to pull along somehow so long
as individual
fortunes
were
not
threatened.
It may not be without significance
that one of the prime movers in the
no-confidence
motion
against
the
former Chief Minister, Mr P. Shilu
Ao, was the Finance
Minister,
Mr
Hokishe Sema, who had just been
depriye? of his additional
portfolio
as MIl1lster for P.W.D. Affarrs; in a
State where, defence apart, the main
expenditure
in the budget
is the
.construction of roads and bridges, the
P.W.D.
is bound
to be jealously
guarded as a prize plum.
Nor must
it be forgotten
that Mr Hokishe
Sema's father was brutally massacred
by the hostiles.
A tradition of headhunting and blood feuds makes for
long memories in Nagaland, and the
motivation
in politics can often be
traced back to a sense of personal
grievance.
This might explain
the
timing of the Ministerial crisis; there
are many in Kohima who have viewed
with growing alarm the Prime Minister's cordial and continuing
talks
with the "Federal
Government
01
Nagaland";
indeed, Mr Shilu Ao has
often been blamed for not allowing
a full-scale offensive to be mounted
against the underground.
But now
that he has suffered defeat, it must
be remembered
to his credit that lie
has prevented overzealous colleal:ues
like the Minister
for Forests, vMr
Jasokie Angami,
another
important
figure in the crisis, from plunging the
State into civil war.
With Mr Shilu Ao out of the way,
th~ responsibili.ty
for ensuring
that
tlus does nOI' III fact, happen rests
fairly and squarely on the Centre. It
is ear~y yet
to prophesy
what
the attItude of the new ChIef Minister, Mr T. N. Angami, will be, but
the forces that brought.
him into
power are themselves
suspect.
Besides, Mr Angami was once undergrou!1d hir.nsel~ an~ the danger exists
of hIS hatrng It WIth all the passion
?f an ex-lover.
The desperate need
rn Nagaland today is to prevent any
o.utbreak of such hatreds; the situatIOn must be frozen until the next
round of talks with the Prime Minister possibly paves the way to demo.
cratic elections
in which
all the
400,,000 people of the State can with

7

confidence participate.
No adminis·
tration of nominees masquerading
as
elected leaders can foster such an atmosphere.
The alternative
of Central rule is to be everywhere deplored
as a negation of that very parliamentary democracy to which we so loudly
pretend, but in Nagaland it will probably be more acceptable than government by a small clique ,yith no
roots among the people. The N.N.O.
has never enjoyed popular
support
and only the presence of the Army
and the backing of the Government
of ·India has maintained
it in power;
New Delhi should think again before
it decides to continue that support.

Autumn Sequel
August has not been designated
the cruellest month.
Perhaps it is
not, even in India which is a count.ry
so vast as to make it possible for
snow and sand at the same time to
co-exist in different parts of the land.
August yet breeds
Lilacs out of the dead land, mixing
Memory' and desire, stirring
Dull roots with spring rain
>II<

;;

What are the roots that' clutch, what
branches grow
Out of this stony rubbish? Son of man,
You cannot say, or guess, for you know
only
A heap of broken images ....

And the broken images include a
very odd assortment of events. On
August 7, 1941, Tagore died, but not
before
recording
his agony
over
Africa and a sad disillusionment
over
Western civilization
as a whole, although in the future of man he did
not lose faith even then.
If Tagore died this month twentyfive years ago, it is pertinent to wonder whether
his supreme
prayer,
stated in the two lines below, which
we will not try to translate,
was
answered:

J ena amar ganer seshe
Thamte pari same ese ...
Life is rarely a musical composition;
but if anyone's long life came nearest
to a well-rounded
lyric of sustained
. beauty it was surely Tagore's.
Never
did he cease to strive; the innate
genius was big and great enough; the
effort he put into its flowering is not
so often remembered even by some of
his most ardent admirers.
Even the
most inspired or spontaneous
poetry
is not all heart-work;
for get.ting
closer to perfection
there must be

8

plenty of what Shaw has called headwork.
Tagore put in both in abundance; to these he added a prodigious
amount of sheer physical labour.
It would be absurd to suggest that
Bengali literature has produced little
or nothing of merit since Tagoreas absurd
as the statement
made
once that all Bengali
poetry after
Michael Madhusudan
Dutt was "derivative".
To leave out the living,
the lateSudhin
Datta and Jibananda
Das certairrl
brought new cadences
to the Bengali muse, as did, in their
own ways, Mohitlal
Mazumdar
and
Jatindramohan
Sengupta. Some short
stories have been written in Bengali
which
would
compare
favourably
with efforts of any other country or
period.
At least in terms of quantity, the Bengali novel has in recent
years acquired 'new dimensions. \\That
is undeniable
is that Bengali life has
since Tagore been fragmented;
and
this fragmen ta tion is pathetically
reflected in current literary efforts in
Bengal.
It will not do to argue that,
when life itself is fragmented,
literature is only true to life in reflecting
the fact. The process of h:agmentation started when Tagore was around;
to the parti tion of 1905 his reaction
was more vigorous than that of any
of his successors in 1947. Tagore's reaction was not only vigorous
and
ultra-literary
but also creative
in
every sense of that term. \Ve wish
we could discern anything like that
in t.he present.
Even in the most
fragmented
and rotten society it is
possible to bring to life an integrated
approach.
Not many writers
have
shown it since Tagore.
The failure, and it is no less, is not
wholly or even mainly literary. The
failure is at once deeper and wider.
The outward phenomena are familiar
enough:
provincial
autonomy,
worsening communal
relations
leading
to the beastly massacre in 1946 taking us on t9 partition
a year lat.er;
the
insensitivity
and
callousness
brought by World War II; the postwar Americanization,
which has been
mostly vulgarization
throughout
the
world; the steady escalation of Hindi
aggressiveness
at the expense
of
English and the regional languages;
the new social and political schisms;
the pervasive air of ostent.atious corruption-the
list could be lengthened
almost indefinitely.
All these very
real afflictions may not, however, add
up to an explanation
of the present
state of Bengal's mind and body.

There has been a failure within;
failure collective because it was
failure personal and individual \l
most of us. Would it be too mol'
tic to suggest that, at some
difficult to specify, there was a fail
of character?
In his eighty years Tagore saw
world an tfiis country change, us
ly not for the better.
If he had liv
another twenty-five years he wo
have seen many more changes, at
vastly accelerated speed; whether
would have called it an prog
seems more tIlan doubtful.
Ta'
chan ed with the changing scene;
can even be argued that, on oeeasi
he changed too fast and too soon,
the detriment of the essential quali
of his personality.
There are ti
'Vhen one must just repudiate. T
gore's renunciation
of his knighth
in 1919 was a symbolic gesture;
mi hty protest
it still was.
letter to Miss Eleanor Rathbone 111
still be' remembered,
like his eorr
pondence with Y£.1)e Noguchi wh
Japan was raping China. !:low wou
he have reacted today to a ha
ratna?
Or, to Vietnam?
We
more than guess. But all things co
sidered, it seems to us that Tago
timed his death rather
well.
finished his song and did stop
"sam".
We who should have be
carrying a cross today carry only t
corpse of a culture.

A Semantic Diversion
~lr Subramaniam
has made it de
that he has no intention
to resi
Parliament will hear more about hil
perhaps also from him, but such eh
tening effect as all this may have 0
him will be limited and transien
He knows that he belongs to the. r
ing coterie in the present
Govel
ment, to the small but powerful grou
which has already succe,eded in ide
tifying the country's economic po
cies with capitalist interests at hOi
and abroad.
Indeed he is the foe
of Washington's
hope in India,
pragmatic
go-getter untramelled
socialistic trappings.
If he was u
ful in devaluing the rupee, he is al
indispensable
in running the deval
ed Government.
This has ceased to be surprisin
What surprised Mr Subramaniam w
some comment or other made by th
Public Accounts Committee.
Whe
some MPs disapproved of his expr
sian of surprise, he said what
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that he had been taken
wares. On the meaning of surthere was a furt.her exchange
'een Mr Chagla and
r Bhu pesh'
ta last Friday. Mr Subramaniam
his friends could have quoted
authority in support of their
antic argument.
They could, for
mple, have recalled the famous rek of the lexicographer
who was
Rht by his wife in the act Qf kissthe housemaid.
''Yhen the wife
laimed that she was surprised, the
ned man corrected her by saying:
0, my dear.
You are astonished.
is r who am surprised."
If ~rr Subramaniam
meant that
had been caught unprepared,
he
entirely correct in saying that
wassurprised. But surprise in this
se usually has an element of emrrassment at the exposure of one's
aknessor guilt. Did Mr Subrarna. m also wallt to convey his emra sment at unexpected exposure?
he did, he has got over that awkI'd state astonishingly quickly. But
liticians in this country are selID embarrassed even when caught
the act of committing the grossest
propriety, let alone being discomted by subsequent exposure.
Probly Mr Subramaniam
meant no
more than that. he was astonished
ked, or scandalized; whatever th~
purist mig-ht think, the use of "surJ>I:i e" in these senses is now sanctioned bl usage. So far as the pn blic is
ncerned, however, there is hardly
ny element. of surprise in any part
f the proceedings. The public has
tome to expect the kind of doings
. rlosed in the PAC reports; its emo'ons are no longer those excited by
nnexpected. But. what is expect'an also generate an/?;er; it is not
rprisin~ that people all over the
untry are becoming increasingly

ngry.
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The Day Of Repentance
15th August
NIRAD

C.

WHEN

CHAUDHURI

Aurangzeb added a barbican in front of the Lahore Gate
of the Red Fort of Delhi, the imprisoned Shah Jahan
wrote to him:
"You have put a veil before t.he face
of my bride."
The same barbican
has now become the platform for the
bla-bla that is uttered on the 15th
August by the Prime
Minister
of
India for the time being,
which
means that it is still the struct.ure
from which a figurative veil is sought
to be thrown before the face of every
reality in India.
Since 1947 we have been t.reated to
a good many of these tunes in baritone and tenor, the contralto
will
come this year. I am writing in advance of the performance,
but I dp ..'
not expect to be proved wrong by it.
The reader will be able to judge; I
only set down my rnticipation
with
confidence:
we shall have the same
triviality accompanying
the same, but
no, a growing tragedy.
A day which
ought to be a day of repentance will
?e treat.ed as if it was a:'day of maffick-

mg.

'

But before I deal with the situation in India I should like to give an
indication
of' the world background
of my mood.
I wonder how many
people in India have read Disenchantment by C. E. Montague
(son-in-law
of C. P. Scott., the famous editor of
the Mancheste~' Guardian).
It wa's a
beatitiful,' though bitter, expression
of disillusionment
that had come over
most of the young men who 'had joined Kit.i:hener's New Army in 1915,
and, instead
of perishing
on the
Somme, had come through even Passehendaele, to live for the rest of their
existence in a world which seemed
to be as grey and deep a morass as
that ghastly battlefield.
The book
was my favourite reading for many
yearn from 1924.
The interval of twenty years between the two World Wars was a
period of pessimistic
brooding
for
those who had the capacity to see
through things and be chastened by
. the exposure, and a period of frivolity for those who suffered but wanted
to forget their un-understood
pain.

Even at. the commencement
of the
era, the brooding
had become prophetic.
I still l'emember
how ,impressed I was by it. Dean Inge, whom
the complacent
wing of English society called the Gloomy Dean (ten
times more gloom would have been
justified), said in his Romanes Lecture, The Idea of Progress, delivered
.in 1920: "Ancient civilizat.ions were
destroyed by imported barbarians, ,\'e
manufacture
our own."
Certainly, Dean Inge's country has
done so. The
United
States has
done so, and so have most ''''estern
countries.
My youngest
son, who
has just come back from England,
told us that a majority of the youth
of that country were just Yahoos, and
it. was even difficult to make out
which were m£\le and which female.
A young Bengali girl I know and who
is studying in Leningrad, has written
that the Russians give her an impres·
sion of being uncultured.
Of course,
this is a brand of barbarism
which
is wholly different from the Yahoo,
ism of Britain and the United States.
Even before the Second ''''orld War
H. G. Wells, an optimist if there was
one and the most energetic preacher
of the brave new world that was to
come out of science, had lost all his
faith .. The Second World War did
not improve matters.
It did not indeed begin with the kind of ent.husiasm which seems to go halfway to
meet disillusionment,
but it ended in
an event which justified
the worst
forebodings, namely, the employment
of the atom bomb.
Russell's Pessimism
In 1955 I was one day talking with
Bertrand
Russell, and I heard him
giving expression to unqualified
pessimism about the prospects of man·
kind.
While sharing his view so far
as the existing situat.ion went, I tried
to balance it by setting forth the
grounds for optimism re/?;arding the
final outcome. He listened to me with
patience
and observed:
"Perhaps
what you say will happen
in five
hundred or a thousand years, but I
shall not be living then."
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d, it is impossible for anyone
niques, a good deal of this bar bar·
of the toast was buttered),
and, of
has sensibility, any faculty of
ism and decadence of the contempocourse, they swamped whatever ideal·
and thinking, not to live in
rary West in a readymade form. In
ism there was in the civic programme.
en dejection through our times,
fact, they are doing so on a grand
I t became a means of aggrandizing
even to feel that one was in a scale. But their own contribution
to
t.hese people, and the wholc COl poI
chamber. This mood can be
our present sorry state of affairs is ration a close preserve for them.
at bay only by engaging in a actually greater.
If the Hudson
is observed all this from 1934 to 19~~fi
uous round of distractions like
washing itself into the Ganges, it is when I officiated off and on as editor
to see the films and attending
in itself a very turbid Ganges. I felt
of The Calcutta Munic~pal Gazette)
'1 parties. To be alone is to
the existence of t is corruption
in
and from 1937 to 1941 as Mr Bose's
, htened out of one's wits, and
Calcutta all through the thirties.
I
secretary, as I have already said. What
rfectly valid reasons.
have written in a previous article ot
I saw dismaye~ me utterly, for I was
k only at the antics of the
mine in Now that b 1934 I had lost
not such a sceptic about my country.
men as I am now. After thar expet and the 'strongest of the ~ll
faith in the capacity oJ the Indian
'es of the world, which is also
n'iiddle class to build up a new counrience, however, I was never to look
at the prospect
of Indian
indepen~ost erogressive in.!!!-e historical
try. This conviction of their inca pathe United States.
One day
city went on growing until I felt that
dence with the same eyes as I did
d an American diplomat
that
independence
would really be a setfrom 1905 onwards.
What I saw
was an appalling indifference to the
as I admired America
there
back to a civilized existence for us,
two things coming from it, the
and that we should lose it either to
public interest and an unscrupulou~
to advance private gain
things which affected the outthe Uqited St'!.!es singly or to a com- . determination
world most, which were utterly
bination of the United States and the
at the expense
of everything
else.
These were, of course, American
Bljitish Commonwealth.
That conThe scales fell from my eyes.
and the American
national
clusion was set down in print in my
tion. Soviet policy and proautobiography,
and was written down
Two Stories
were angelic in comparison.
as early as January, 1948.
I cannot relate all my experiences
erican foreign policy is deterWhat brought me to this was my
here, but I shall select a few just
to create two things in any
experience of the Calcutta Corporato illustrate
the spirit in which the
o the world in which it is intion from 1934 onwards.
From 1937
average Indian public man went about
his business.
Here are two stories
: either wars which in their
I had a greater opportunity
for watch'ned futility and ferocity can be
ing its work at close quarters
as
about the treatment
of the permad only to the Thirty Years'.
private secretary' to Mr Sarat Chandra
nent staff. The Councillors
used to
which laid Germany iq ruins;
Bose, then leader of the Congress
have periodic heartsearchings
about
American native regimes which
Party.
Up to the end of 1941, when
the rules of service of the Corporaupt and exploitive, and so
Mr Bose was placed under detention,
tion's employees in the name of efficiency, but really to bring.in
more
unrepresentative.' As regards
I was in a manner of speaking in the
ral projection, I have only to
dirty kitchen where the hors d'ouvres
carcasses for the vultures that they
to the state of affairs in India.
of Indian
independence
were being
were.
In the late thirties
such a
me pain to say that there is made with very much adulterated
inrevision was again proposed, and I
one non-traditional vice or pergredients.
That gave me in advance
was asked to draft the rules by Mr
ty that is to be seen amongst
an acute indigestion
for the main
Bose. The initiative had come from
av which has not come from
meal.
Dr B. C. Roy, who was anxious
to
niled Stales. Even She monkeys
It must be kept in mind that the
increase the efficiency of the staff by
giving them a better deal.
.
p<ullure of British provenance
municipal act sponsored by Surendracame to India recently are only
nath Banerji made the Calcutta CQrI thought that a better deal called
imitations of the gorillas al
poration the first Indian public body
for at least one safeguard
for the
'ca.n pop-culture.
of the highest status t.o be completely
employees.
J had never seen a DeI ten years ago I cherished
Indianized.
Its working
under
the
partmental
candidate
promoted
to
t at civilization :llight still
new dispensation
was bound to be a a higher post. Young and inexperie battle against barbal ism in
dress rehearsal of what Indians could
enced outsiders related to the Councilritain, and I symbolized the
and would do with power in the publors were always brought in at their
ler of the battle by quotin~ a
lic sphere, political or civic. In point
expense.
So I put in a clause that,
of the music of Schumann about
of fact, during the first few .months
provided
the
qualifications
were
march of the Davidsbiindler
it did seem as if an improved civic
equal,
a Departmental
candidate
t lhe Philistines in my book on
existence was coming. But C. R. Das,
would get preference as a mat.ter 01
d. An English critic quarrelwho was the first Mayor of the new
course.
The Congress
Municipal
th this and said that my book
!Corporation,
died,
and
Subhas
Association was to discuss the draft
have closed with a dying fall,
Chandra
Bose, who was the first
in the evening, at which the formida fanfare. The critic seems
Chief Executive Officer, was placed
able Dr Roy was to be present.
So.
e been right; this is what J
under
detention.
Then
what was
in the morning some Councillors 'of
odD .
bound to happen happened.
.
t.he scavengin~ jackal type dropped in
mdependence the Indian inThe old Calcutt.a gentry. who, after
to have an advance look at the rules.
tsia, with their abject servithe British community, were the priso that they might not be caught on
the West, were bound to take
vilep:ed order of 'the city, at once jointhe wrong foot.
Thev went attenalong with the industrial tech·
ed the Congress (knowing which side
tively through the draft, and at one
II
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place one of them cried out in a
horrified tone :
Councillor:
What is this, sir?
S.C.B. :
'What
is what?
C. :
This rule about preference
of. Departmental
candidates.
S.C.B.:
That is as it should be.
• Else they would
not
work.
C :
But. that
also
means
that
our relatives and
friends
will
not
get
jlobs, for there' will always be qualified Departmental candidates.
You
will have ,to take that
out., sir.
-And
taken out it was. A bit of a
farce followed this squalid tragedy for
the clerks. They went on to discuss
which posts were to be kept open for
direct filling up by outsiders. These,
on principle,
were the highest ones
like that of the Chief Engineer
01
Chief Medical Officer, in which mere'
seniority or Departmental
experience
might not be enough. 'But the Councillors went on' suggesting post after
post, even very junior ones.
"What is this ?" cried out Mr Bose,
"there should be some principle. We
cannot have any and every post reo
served in this way."
One Councillor
explained
why a
particula~ post was to be so reserved:

mental vs. Outside
candidates
had
come to a head over the post of the
Superintendent
of Sir Stuart Hogg
Market, one of the most lucrative ones
for its perquisites, which had fallen
vacant.
Dr Roy was in favour of giv·
ing it to the Superintendent
of Corn·
wallis Street Market.
He was not
the man to be browbeaten by a little
Calcutta
Kayastha, and so he cried
out
employing
his .characteristic

tutoiment:
B.C.R:

0f~, "5{~<l',C«~ '«l~ <l'T;~t;rjI
"5{1'PT'8
C~t'ltT;'if~<f~ f<1;~ ~tR I

(Look here, so and so, don't talk
too much.
1 also know some·
thing about your goings-on.)
So, ,some posts wer·e in the .end
kept for Departmental
candidates.

More Stories
Here is a rather blackguardly
instance of jobbery.
Mr Bose had recommended
for the post of an electrical engineer on Rs. 200 a month a
young man who had not only been
in the C.E.S,C. but also employed outside India on a high salary, but who
had been arrested in 1932 and been
a detenu.
So he was not getting any
good employment
and was looking
forward to getting this post. It should
be kept in mind that posts up to
Rs. 200 were filled up by the Chief
Executive Officer, and not the Services Committee.
After the usual abnormal
delays
C : <ftSi '(t." ~Q! ~5i ~'lt., !
whenever
appointments
were
the
(Ready cash, sir! Ready cash!)
stake, the young man came one day
What he meant was' that the post
to me and said that the Chief Enwas likely to fall vacant ~hortly, and
gineer had recommended
his appointso it had to be kept in hand for jobbery. Thus nearly all the places like-. ment, and the file was going to the
Chief Executive Officer the next day.
ly t.O fall vacant
in the next six
He came again the next afternoon,
months were reserved or kept open
and told me that he had lost. And
for outsiders.
this was his account of t.he last round.
In the evening
Dr Roy looked
The clerk in charge of the file was
through the list and blew up. "What
going along the corridor before the
is this?" he cried in rage, "you had
Councillor's
room
t.o the Chief's
better put a ban on all promotions."
room, and our candidate was foHowHe snatched up a red pencil and be·
ing at a short distance.
They saw a
gan to score through the list. I was
Councillor
st<;lnding at one of the
standing by him, and saw the massadoors, with a man who pointed at the
cre.
The Councillors
understood
clerk.
As the latter came abreast,
enough from the manipulation
of the
the Councillor said :
pencil, and looked o~ with livid fur}.
C.
Halla, where are you going?
One cheeky beggar, bolder than the
Clerk. To the Chief, Sir, with a file.
rest, shouted from the other end of
C.
Give me that file.
the table:
Clerk. How can I, Sir?
The Chief
C: 'Sftfol,~tfol, ~Q! <:fitQ~T;'lT~~.
Engineer has asked me to take
T;,(T;~ <l'rtf~T;~T;~ \S9fQ\SI~ ~O{ !
it to the ChieF, ,and for me
(I know very well for whose sake
to part with it .....
all this sympathy for the Depart.
C. -~Q
j(t~i ~tT;~i
(Do you
mental candidate is being shown).
care
for
your
job?)
The whole question
of Depart.

r

Clerk.

~~,·."5{t9fO{t'~i
'ltf.,'«l !

are the master.)
Then give it to me.
He took it, and got the Ch
Executive Officer to appoint his p
tege.
"Highway
robbery I" was
helpless comment.
Now comes a funny incident. 0
day the Councillors
were discussi
the fu~s being made by Mahat
Gandhi about bogus membership
the Congress and false electoral to
etc. On~ fellow observed cynical
"What is there in ·all this to c
plain about? We all have bogus eI
tors for ourselves.
At least ten
cent of the electors are fakes, and
could not get in without them."
This
made them all anxious
have a nominee as a clerk in the EI
tion Department
of the Calcutta C
poration to put in false names.
Department
was under the Ben
Government,
but the Chief Exe
dve Officer was the head, though on
as the agent of the Government. T
was his whip hand against the Cou
cillors.
They had to cringe to h
to get their nominees appointed,
saw the spectacle one day.
,
I had gone with a letter from
Bose to the Executive Officer.
very courteously asked me to take
C.
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chair. I did, but I was surprised to
see a young Councillor standing with
folded hands by his chair like an
accused in a dock. The Chief Exe·
cutive looked at him and asked
E:rufHy:
'C.E.
What is it that you want?
Councillor. That file, Sir 1
C.E.
What file?
Councillor. For the appointment of a
clerk in the Election Department. I have recommended a person.
The Councillor took out the file,
and placed the application before the
Executive Chief.
He looked at it,
and signed it nonchalantly.
I just
detected a shrug of the shoulders.
Curious masters of the Chief Executive Officer I-I thought as a spectator.
Farce
It was farce unlimited, provided no
emotion about the country interfered
with an objective contemplation
of
the experiences.
One day a Muslim
. gentleman I knew well but whom I
had not seen for a long time, came to
see me at I, Woodburn Park. "Brother Nirad 1" he said-that
was how
he used to address me, "Do you know
that my father is dead, and now I
have to do something for a living?"
Then the following conversation took
place:
N.C.C.-I
have heard about it. What
are you doing?
M.G. -Do
you .know what 'assessment' is?
.
N .C.C.-I
think I do.
M.G. -I live by getting it reduced.
I know a few Councillors,
[he was' in politics before]
and the houseowners come
to me. I get things done for
them, and they give me 10%.
I give half of it to the Coun<1illol1s'concerned, and can
make shift to live on the
other half.
N.C.C.-Certainly,
a most interesting
way of making a living.
M.G. -But
I am in trouble. I took
a party directly to a' Councillor-very'
foolishly
indeed I He has taken thp.
whole commission and would
not give me my share. Could
you get Sarat Bose to say a
word to the fellow?
N.C.C.-Oh!
I am afraid I could
not ask Mr Bose to come into an affair of this sort.
M.G. -You'
think so?
Then
I

would not bother you. [He
was a decent man, having
been educated in old England.]
N.C.C.-It's
a pity that it must be so.
But do not be foolish again.
Keep your parties away.from
your Councillors.
I shall close wit1;1a last story. One
day an employee of the Corporation
came to me and said that in order
to get a promotion he had paid l~s.
3,000 to a political fund, but had not
secured it. He wanted his money
back, and had got nowhere in his
efforts.' Could I do anything with
Mr Bose? He horrified me by sayin that the mon_ey had been borrowe by mortgaging his wife's ornaments.
When I went home I found hi~
wife with mine.
The poor woman
showed her bare arms and neck, and
cried. "We have lost everything,"
she said, "Could not your husband
do something?
Please ask him."
I
did what I could, but, of course, it
came to nothing .
These are only a few of the highlights of the picture I saw from day to
day in my contacts with the Calcutta
Corporation.
The cumulative effect
of the experience was shattering.
It
made me feel that there was something in the Chrlistian a\SSumption
that man's nature was inherently evil.
I realize<t that if the government of
the country came into the hands of
Indians, India as a whole wQuld become a Calcutta
Corp'oration
writ
large. This is what it has become.
The microcosm has blown itself into
a macrocosm.
What makes the general public incapable of revolting against it even
when they are sickened by the spectacle, is their own enfeeblement.
They are feeble in different ways.
The upper middle class, which from
its education could be expected to be
most sensitive to the corruption
in
the public order, has been won over
by indirect bribes-well-paid
jobs for
its members. Their capacity to think
vigorously and effectively has also
been sapped by their servile imitation of the West, which makes their
personality, already weakened by the
Hindu decadence, still weaker by the
addition of the Western decadence.
Of course, this affects intellect as
well as character . The former is so
weak that it has become incapable
even of detecting the malady, not to
speak of finding a remedy. Wherever

one goes one comes across only a pi
ful belief that a change of politi
party or regime will by itself hr'
about improvement.
They do
realize that political systems can
nothing by themselves, and that e
one of them is only as good as
men who work it. So, in cert
circumstances, even absolute mon
chy can be better than a democra
I shall "give one instance. Will a
one maintain that there is more fr
dom in the democratic West t
than 'there was in the Roman Emp'
under the Antonines?
Marcus Au
lius wrote that from Severus he h
learnt "to conceive the idea of a co
monwealth based on equi'ly and [r
dom of speech, and of a monar
cherishing above all the liberty of
subject."
This freedom, the Uni
States, which is talking itself ho
about freedom, does not give even
its own citizens. For some of them'
is nothing better than a police State.
The other social orders are so de
ralized by their wants, disappoin
ments, and their sufferings that th
have no strength left even to. beli
in the possibility of amelioration. I
this state of benumbed pain they
further anaesthetized by the organ'
ed tamasha that is provided partly
the Government and mostly by
profit-seeking concerns of mass ent
tainment which take their meth
and models from the decadent dem
cratic West. These act as sedativ
and distractions, but are not effectu
even as such. There come momen
when the people feel their conditi
as unendurable, and then they hI'
out in demonstrations,
bundhs, a
the like. But. these only destroy th
authority of the State without brin
ing about any improvement.
A Human Problem
In the ultimate analysis, it has
be realized that the political p
blem in India is a human proble
that is, a moral aI!d spiritual PI'
blem, and that nothing can be do
at this stage without tackling it
tBat plane. Long ago Plato said t
the different political systems were I'
flections of certain states of the h
man sou], and democracy and tyrann
according to him, reflected the wo
states. Here is Plato's deseri tion
the origin of the democratic man:
"n
I' mem er how we descri
the man of the people. His origi
if you recollect, lay in an ear
training
under
a parsimonio
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r, 1\ho honoured
only the
e).making desires, and slighted
that are unnecessary and that
Id not exist but for purposes
amucment and display. Is that
t?"
e man Socrates was speaking to
ted with a 'Yes.' There should
murc emphatic 'Yes', if that is
Twanlas an explanation of the
nee or the set of young demobandarlog amongst us. Such
Ie of affairs, added Plato, was folby tyranny. Curiously enough,
diatoday democracy and tyranny
t. This can be ended, not by
callhang~s, but by a moral retion.
rcat political thinker of the
has evcr said that political life
be scparated from the moral.
of all of them-Plato,
Cicero,
ugustine, 5t Thomas
Aquinas,
au, Burke, or Mill. The pureoral political thinkers are either
\stcm·makers, or practical coun. But Marx is not one of the
al ones. anI)', his solution was
, whereas his inspiration
was
Inl) moral. It was his anger
t the injustice of capitalism
led him to seek a remedy whose
would not depend on the
will and efforts of man alone,
beguaranteed by a course of hist evolution which he formulatine\itable .. To him morality
thecvolution were identical. And
ore it is not surprising that his
'ne was less of an intellectual
than a ki;lcl of religiollls faith,
in its old and current form
nOllnced.
contcmporary India, however,
inc\itable remlution-admitting
it is inevitable-migbt
not come
t before the government o[ the
IT) b)' tbe Congress has reduced
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the people to a state of abject degradation and barbarism,
out of which
no historical development
will drag
them out. So, a more short-term and
more
directly
moral
programme
would be desirable.
Somehow, that
sort of approach is more in harmony
with the temperament
of the Indian
people, who are naturally
didactic.
Mahatma
Gandhi
understood
that
very well, or rat er he did not understand anything,
but being a basic.
Hindu acted on natura
Hindu insEirations.
By so doing he was able
to bring together Indian nationalism
and morality.
Something
on the
same lines has to be done for Indian
politics, which should never be treat.;d as mere politics.
There is a very striking instance
from European
history of this kind
of impact on political anarchy
and
political life of a moral and religious
movement.
It was furnished by the
Cluniac
movement
of the Middle
Ages. After the decay of the Carolingian Empire there was anarchy all
over Western Euroue.
The rich and
the powerful.robbed
the poor and the
weak. An ecclesiastical council held
in 909 A.D. described the state of
affairs in the following words :
"The cities are depopulated,
the
monasteries ruined and burned, the
land is reduced to a solitude.
As
the first men lived without law or
constraint, abandoned
to their passions, so now every man does what
it pleases him, despising the laws
of God and man and the ordinances
of the Church.
The powerful oppress the weak, the land is full of
violence against the poor and the
plunder of the goods of the Church.
Men devour one another like the
fishes in the sea."
The reform of this state of affairs
did not come from the political field,
bu t the religious.
I t was from the
monastic
movement
initiated
from
Cluny that a moral and social regeneration
began.
The great Abbot
St Odo of Cluny did not confine his
preaching to religious matters.
The
most striking feature of his teaching
was its bold. and almost revolutionary criticism of social injustice.
The
great evil of the age in his eyes was
the oppression
of the poor by the
ruling class of those days.
As he
said:
"How then are these robbers Christians or what do they deserve wit.
slay their hrothers for whom tItey

are commanded
to lay 'down their
lives?
"You have od)' to studv (he bocks
of antiquity
to see that the most
powerful
are always the worst.
Worldly nobility is due not to nature but to pride and ambition. If
we judged by realities we should
give honour not to the rich for the
fine clothes they wear but to the
poor who. are the makers of such
things-'For
the banquets of the
powerful are cooked in the sweat
of the poor.' .•
This kind of preaching is certainly
more in harmony with the spirit of
the Indian people than the so-called
secular chatter of the present ruling
class. From this point of view, therefore, one might say that Mr Jayaprakash Narayan is a more typical
Indian political
leader than Nehru.
Only, his personality
is not strong
enou~h, nor his sense of his mission
suffiClen tl y burning-.
NOW
is available at railwdY
booksellers of
A. H. WHEELER
& CO.
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Blood ! Blood!

Blood !

tions. Then in 1942 the peas
many parts of India went p
larly sanguinary, not to talk 0
workers who made a habit of
(Othello, Act In, Scene 3, Line 455)
shot at by the police.' In 194
sailors in Bombay and Karachi
UTPAL DUTT
became utterly unreliable
and
fiendish delight in sniping at
HERE
was this nose-in-the-air
There was this zealot Titu Mil' who
soldiery and in being sniped ba
bloke making a .speech.
His
was killed by McKinley."
I became vaguely conscious
white khaddar cap bobbed merrily as
"What
the hell you are talking
tain grammatical
bloomers in
he went on and on, presumably
beabout?"
I said.
dide's rigmarole, l.lIlt befor~ I
cause he was in love with his own
''I'm only trying to tell you that our
poof a syllable, hE came m with.
voice-nobody
in the house seemed
history-books do not agree," he said,
list is only partial.
I havl~ Ie[
to listen anyway.
Nobody
except
very calmly.
"Probably I am wrong.
a lat."
Candide that is, because Candide was
Your leader must be right.
They al"1 don't want to hear d1cn
hanging on the blighter's lips 4S if
ways are. But then I am always open
said. But then patriotism is an
they were MIle Chan tier's legs in the
to correction
by leaders.
As I was
ward emotion.
It doesn't like
Folies Bergere.
saying-"
handed the raspberry.
So I said,
The bloke said-believe
it or not
At this point a sudden clawing of
these
blighters,"
I said,
-that
India's struggle for freedom
the air by my hands failing to make
amount to nothing.
Gandhi alo
is unexampled
in history, because it
any impression, he. went on,
.
worth a million of them.
So
has been totally bloodless.
Anaemia
"-As
I was saymg, there was thiS
counts,
they don't.
And he
in revolurions, he said, was a special
war in 1857, otherwise known as the
peaceful. poor man."
Indian quality.
He seemed to saySepoy Mutiny, where a veritable mass
"So he got shot too," said Can
in Hindi, if you please-that
Indians
of Indians appear to have lost their
."Tragique,
really.
Just shows
are Indians only because they fought
lives. It was rather silly of them,
doesn't it?"
the English peacefully.
Vice versa,
really, to mess up the history-books
I did not know what it was Sll
peacefulness becomes real peacefulness
so. Then of course th.ere were the
ed to show.
But Candide cal
only when it becomes Indian. Thus
Wahabis,
Faraizis, Sanyasins, Fakirs
with what I was terrified all ala
peacefulness is typically Indian. You
and things who all died in this unwould come in with, "Gandhi is
know the way they talk, switching
Indian
way.
Not counting
Ti'pu
worth a million.
Subhas Bases,
from A to B and from B to A, until
Sultan of course, and the Sikhs at
know.
And his men lustily sh
you feel you know nothing
at all,
Chillianwallah."
unnumbered
Englishmen."
that you have always been a dwarf
Now that was a dirty sleig
living under fals~ pretences.
The Last Straw
hand.
The bastard was exploi
Whep it was all over finally, Can. I had faded out.
It was the last
my chauvinism.
He knows I am
dide s<Jt glued to his seat in spite of
straw.
The man w~nt on shooting
gali.
. my nudges. When the hall had clear·
strange names.
"The
Gurkhas
are
ed of the hundred and seventy-three
probably not Indians, but the Assam
Chinese?
white caps, Candide
blinked
and
war was -rather bloody also.
The
"There are two possibilities,
said, "That was educative."
Mahratta
war appears to be also a
know," he said. "Either that all
study in bloodletting.
T~le ex.termi"You're telling me," I said. "I feel
bloodtl-vrsty people were not
nation of the Moplahs, Pmdans and
I'm wearing nothing
but my gym
Indians at all, but probably di
sundry other peoples could not posslip."
ed Chinese-they
are everywhere
sibly have been police-action
against
know.
Or, that their blood
"That, is natura!,"
he said, "bemere criminals, could it, as the cunblood at all, but red paint."
cause all this education can't be good
ning English would have us beli·eve."
Now I was angry. I ask you.
for health.
1£ you consider all the
"Are you sure you're Qot making
ly. He was not going to sit
possibilities, a teacher who does not
it all up?" I said.
and punch holes into my country
know his lessons is normal in a school, .
"Coming to the present century-"
frog-eater of all people.
but he can be rather dangerous when
he said, and I felt literally submerg"Listen. .frenchie,"
I said.
you are grown-up."
ed, if that's
the word I want.
I
never
say
some
people
never
died.
"Ye gods," I said, "Let's not exbuckled.
we do say, the real revolution
plore possibilities.
I couldn't
care
"Coming to the present century,"
b~oodless, and that was typically
less. I'm not listening."
he said, "the men that the English
dian.
Noone
else can even
"Consider
the proposition,"
Cancalled terrorists showed a very special
of
it.
We
invented
it aV qy
dide went on, "that India's struggle
and un-Indian
aptitude
for lying
selves.
How can you unders
against English imperialism
has alhither and thither in pools of blood.
you with scalps of the aristocrats s
ways been bloodless.
part from the
Some were hanged,
of course, but
ing out of your reticule?
Y
eighteenth century rulers who fought
they do not count, because they did
Robespierre's
descendants."
and died, the nineteenth
is replete
not bleed.. The Punjabis
and the
"~e're
always open to conec'
with indecently
bloody examples of
Bengalis appear to have run berserk
he said. "But then possibilities
Indians who let blood.
There were
at this stage of history and proved
you know."
the Kols who fought
Col. Adam.
themselves unworthy of Indian tradi"They don't," I said. "Our
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n is absolutely Indian.
That's
e we differ from the conm.1ies
e /lag is a bloody bit of plagiarwho can't even talk without
ting impossible Russian names."
But then," said Candide, "where
you find your tricolour except
ranee? I may be wro.ng you
, utterly ignorant.
But as far
I know yours is an imitation ofimprovement upon-Robespierre's
lour,"
This was news to me. "Are YOll
'ng to tell me," I said, "that satyaa, non-co-operation and civil disience are also imitations?
You
e the cheek ?"
Farfrom it," he said. "I am only
'ing you attention
to the close
i1arities in history.
Occidental,

no
doubt.
N on-co-operation
was
Parnell's
weapon
against
Captain
Boycott. Though this Parnell had the
audacity to precede Gandhi by about
sixty years, there is no doubt at all
that he must have gone to school in
India.
And civil disobedience
is a
term invented, theorized and explained by an American plagiarist called
Thoreau.
No doubt he too must
have picked it up from old Indian
manuscript.
And there is, of course,
the greatest Indian of all, who taught
the world satyagraha in a barbaric
language.
In Russian, I mean."
"Who?"
I said.
"Who the dickens are you telling about?"
"Leo Tolstoy," he said. "The Indian who spoke Russian."

"Pak Military

Build-Up"

OUTSIDER

HE detailed statement about the
military re-equipment
and renization of Pakistan
which the
ence Minister of India made on
gust8 makes very strange reading,
ticularly when taken with his prellSstatement on August 1.
Governments normally do not give
ch circumst.antial and precise ination about the armed forces of
foreign country, especially an unndly country. In fact, on August
Mr Chavan said that expressly.
re is the passage of his statement:
"Since a large number of questions have been asked by honourable members about the military
build-up in Pakistan, I have considered it appropriate
to make a
briefgeneral statement on this subject. As members will no doubt
realize,I can only give broad indications. It will not be in the public interest for me to discuss details." (I talics mine).
On August 9 the same reservation
made about giving information
respect of the missile sit,es stated
have been established in East Patan. Mr Chavan said:
"The Government was keeping a
ery close watch on Sino-Pak col.
llsion in East Pakistan, but could
not disclose whether Pakistan had
issiles there."

All this is intelligible.
What is not,
i,s the frankness on the 8th. Why
was it shown?
This is a question
which has to be answered, not with
reference to any military
situation,
but the political.
One part of Mr
Chavan's
statement
was definitely
political, and here it is :
"It is unfortunate
that notwithstanding the agreement arrived at
Tashkent, Pakistan, with the instigation
and assistance
of China,
should be making
these warlike
preparations.
This is going to be
a long-term
threat.
We cannot,
therefore, afford to relax in our defence efforts. I am confident that
despit.e the strain which Pakistan's
build-up will impose upon us the
country will not shirk its responsibilities and will face any threat to
its security coolly and calmly."
0
Any student of history will be able
to ]mnt up many precedents for such
a statement.
I give one, which
though not identical
in diction
is
similar in spirit.
The defiance ran
as follows:
"When folk in other countries
say that now they are arming and
that they will continuously increase
their
armaments,
then to these
statesmen I have only one thing to
say: 'Me you will never tire.' . I
am determined
to continue
to

march on this path, I am convinced
that we shall advance faster than
the others ..... If anyone
should
really wish to pit his strength
against ours with violence, then the
German people is in the position
to accept the challenge
at any
time:
it is ready, too, and reo
solved ..... "
I will not disclose the name of the'
speaker, for if the reader is not able
to identify him from the 'Outburst
i~self, it is no use giving him a speCIfic name.
Le me now come back to the original question-Why
was the statement of the 8th made?
The immediate background
of politics should
account for it.
Since the beginning of the session
of Parliament,
the Government
has
been facing one discomfiture
after
another.
After the row of the fIrSt
days, ,about which the Government
spoke with screaming horror in the.
name of parliamentary
manners,
it
had cold feet and yielded to the
trouble-makers.
It lost face in the
Bhoothalingam
affair. The no-confidence motion
brought
further
discredit, for all that the Government
could do was to talk back. Last of
all, ~ame the second report of the
PublIc Accounts Committee
with its
strictures on the Food Minister.
Disturbed Situation
If the parliamentary
situation was
discouraging, nor was the situation in
the country much better.
From all
over India
came reports of discontent,
strikes,
and
disturbances.
I
mention only the most important:
arrest of Indulal Yagnik and others;
disturbances
at Dibrugarh;
firing at
Durgapur;
Ahmedabad
bandh; the
Bihar bandh; calJing out of the army
at Jorhat.
I am not giving the details of the fasts, demonstrations,
and
strikes.
As against all this, in the political
sphere, the Government
had nothing
to show except counter-arguments.
The initiat.ive in the attacks was left
entirely to the critics of the Government.
In such situations
military
bluster always COmes handy, and in
th~s case.it was a question of somethmg wlllch was on the mind of the
Indian people. One might say plainly
that the only field in which t.he Gov.
ernment has any initiative
left to it
today in respect. of political
argument, is the military.
Here it enjoys
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two advantages-first,
exclusive
in[ormation, and, next, the anxiet.y of
the Indian
people about Pakistan,
which in its turn is the product of a
negative militarism.
Therefore, whenever the strictly political wing of the
Government
trembles and totters, the
military wing can still redress the
situation:
which is rather like Murat
giving the order "Tambours!
La
Charge I" on the 19th Brumaire,
in
a figurative manner.
It. may be set down without any
hesitation today that the only politi-

cal gesture left to the Government
which is thoroughly
discredited
on
the home front in everything is the
military.
But OBe more point must
be made.
The Government
is assertive even in that field only when a
good show can be put up, as in respect
of conventional
armaments,
when it comes to things line missiles,
it be carnes discreet, as it did on the
9th. To have been frank about missiles would only have frightened the
people without bringing any credit to
the Government.

Calcutta Diary
J.
rrHE dreaded

MOHA]\;

lean period
has
are the realistic steps that have to be
taken if the devaluation gamble is to
started in \-Vest Bengal and
succeed.
harrowing
tales o[ distress in the
The crisis has already sparked off
countryside are coming in. The conthe first strike struggles,
harbingers
tinuing
drought
superimposed
on
of the storm to come. Apart from
the food shortage has made the lean
Durgapur,
there has been a bundh
period even leaner than usual. The
in Cooch Behar. College staff may go
procurement
programme
has flopped
on hunger-strike
and the cessation of
and nothing now stands between acwork will continue till their demands
tual starvation and the peasantry exare met. School teachers
have except the thin trickle of PL480 wheat
pressed their diSSatisfaction with the
and the blackmarket
rice.
paltry increase in dearness allowance
The expected spurt in industrial
announced
a!ld have also threatened
activity
following'
devaluation
has
to go on strike.
The agitation
of
failed
to materialise.
The
State's
Government
employees
is gradually
largest industry, ju.te, is facing closures, lay-offs and retrenchment.
The
moving to a denouement and the lead
given by Uttar Pradesh might well be
I.JMA, whose bosses are believed to
followed.
In this situation it is not
wield more power than State Minisdifficult to foresee what the corning
ters, have pleaded that stoppage of
months have in store.
imports from Pakistan and shortfalls
in local production
have left them
As far as the political parties are
with no alternative.
The engineerconcerned
the BangIa Congress will
launch a food movement but, true to
ing industry is facing a similar situaits traditions,
it is not thinking
of
tion.
The slashing down of orders
by -Ie Railways has led to a crisis in
anything more serious than a limited
satyagraha
if it become~ necessary.
many of the companies which conAs far as the Left parties are concentratel'l on manu[acture
of wagons
cerned, it seems they are not too keen
and other supplies for the railways.
A leading
engineering
concern
in °on a showdown and would like to
limit their corning movement to pro·
Calcutta has inserted a half-page advertisement which reads like an ultitest demonstrations
of various kinds.
matum to the Government.
Despite
They are serious about the elections
devaluation
our exports are not goand would like to concentrate
on
ing up nor are they likely to unless,
them rather than go in for agitations
says the firm, all duties on imported
because that might provide the Gov·
raw materials
are reduced,
liberal
ernment
with an opportunity
to
clamp them in jail and disrupt their
imports are allowed
and they are
preparations
for the polls.
permitted to maintain large stocks of
But, as happened during the earlier
imported raw materials.
All talk' of
part of the year, the hands of the
concentration
must be stopped and
economies of scale must be given full
opposition
parties might be forced
play, and so on. These, it is stated,
despite themselves.
A trigger-happy
18

police, a wooden-headed
bureallc
and irresponsible
and panicky I
isters might. yet set the sp!;lrk to
powder keg. And then ... then
course it is anybody's guess what
happen.

•

•

The latest brainwave
of a
official in the W~st Bengal r\gri
ture Department
IS a scheme to g
winter vegetable~ in the Salt
reclamation
area. Since this a
will be unfit for building for a ~
more years, should it not be pUL
some use? Why not grow win
vegetables there and solve Calcut
food problem?
Some officers w
summoned
and asked to prepare
scheme. They went round the a
consulted
experts
and· came
looking rather crestfallen.
The]a
is unfit for cultivation and huge su
plies of good earth and fertiliz
would be needed before anyth'
could be made to grow on it. T
was the burden of their report.
our Stakhanovite high official was
to be daunted.
To hell with th
reports and the views of experts I
had decided that winter vegetab
must be grown and he would
ahead with his plans. With so
suppliers who have surplus stocks
fertilizers on their hands egging
on, he is going ahead with his sche
Only a few years ago there was
scandal in the department when a f
thousand rupees were spent to gr
a few seers of brinjals.
A repetiti
of the earlier fiasco is clearly on t
cards. But what does that matter
A conscientious
officer will ha
shown that he did his bit to save
country from starvation and if in t
bargain some surplus stocks of fe
lizers are disposed of at Governme
expense
the
public
should
grumble.
It is difficult to appreciate
hulabaloo in the Corporation
over
text-book for schools which contain
(he words "Sach Mat Kaho" (Do
tell the truth).
What about
statement made by our leaders
Parliament on devaluation?
Even
hour before the actual announcem
of the decision they had vehemen
denied that devaluation
was a
to take place even though they
known that the decision had b
taken.
Children who are old eno
to read the newspapers or to listen
the radio must have wondered
one set of moral standards existed
AUGUST
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high
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grow

Lake
area
a few

political leaders and a totally
ent set for children.
e makers of the "Sach mat
.. text.book should
be singled
for a suitable award.
Here at
are publishers who wish to train
dren from the very beginning in
realities that they will face inof helping in the conspiracy to
children in a make-believe world
lone day disillusionment
comes
lhemwith a cruel bang.
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strong wave of labour unrest is
beginning to sweep Eastern
ia. There are clear signs that it
\ spread to the rest of the country
thin the next. few months.
Even
ore devaluation, the soaring prices
essential commodities presaged a
ation in which social turbulence
Id not be prevented
except
by
king t.he price line. There have
n no serious attempts to check it
ule the two factors behind rising
'(ts-under-production
and deficitancing-have been left untouched.
The crisis brought about by under
uclion of foodgrains is more acut.e
Easlern India because of the comlively high population
pressures,
asing une'mployment and lack of
for any betterment
within the
nt scope of Government.'s
ecoie activities. Political
forms of
ur unrest· are a result rather
o a cause of economic demands.
iswould become clearer if we look
somefigures.
In West Bengal where there is
e sort of rationing in major in·
trial areas, the price index of food
'des has increased from 162.8 on
ly 3, 1965 to 192.8 on July 2, 1966
ing]953 prices as the base. (Source:
sl Bellgal Weehly published by the
blie Relations Department
of the
t Bengal Government).
This 30·
'ot increase in the index means a 20
cent inflation in total expendion food. In a labour household
ethan 75 per cent of consumer
nditure is on food, which means
t now on an averag-e expenditure
food constitutes
almost 90 per
t of the total wages in households

that earn Rs 100 or less a month.
So, very little money is left for other
necessities of life. Clothing',
education,
transport,
medical
at.tention
and rents have to be accommodated
within less than 10 per cent of money
wages by a majority
of industrial
workers in Eastern India.
Is it any wonder that today's labourer
wears tattered
clothes,
his
children swell the number of street
urchins
because they cannot go to·
school, he treks miles to and from his
work place, he is rickety in physical
appearance
and devoid of all hope
and cheer in life? He is despondent.
He is seething with discontent,
and
beginning to rage and give vent to his
rage through
demonstrations,
sometimes even violent ones. After all
he is only trying to respond to the
violence
generated
by high prices
and to a situation in which his family
cannot
be given
adequat.~
attention.
The slow erosion of his own
physical powers acts as a spur fa 'do
something'.
It is in t.his perspective
that political
demonstrations
generate and take shape.
It is, therefore,
an over-simplification
to suggest, that
labour unrest is being fomented with
a view to getting more votes, though
the vote-gett.ing exercise
is by no
means an illegitimate
activity. Even
so, the major motivation for militant
labour action comes from stark economic necessit.ies.
What is true of West Bengal is
more true of Bihar, Assam and Orissa.
These three States do not have any
worthwhile
rationing
programmes.
The result is that rice is selling aL
Rs 2 to Rs 2.50 a kilogram at Ranch-i,
Rs 1 to Rs 1.50 a kilogram at Rourkela, and Rs 1.75 a kilogram at Jor
hat and Gauhati.
These are open
market prices of the main staple food
in these States.
A worker
getting
less than Rs 100 a month but with
a family of four or more to support
has practically
nothing left for any
other expenses.
Since the degree ot
industrial
concentration
is less' in
these three States than in West Bengal, labour demonstrations
there have
been less mllitant, perhaps even less
spectacular,
but the basic trend is
clear beyond
any doubt.
Thus, if
food prices go up further, more labour unrest would follow, general
elections or no general elections.
Since labour households are unable
to buy clothes, footwear
and man}
other items of general consumption,
large stocks remain
with dealers.

This over-stocking still seems limited
within the trade pipelines, but it is
bound to reach the manufacturing
centres within a few months or lit:
most within a year. When it reaches
the mills, it is bound to result in layoffs. In fact, in some industries,
jute for instance, lay-offs have already
started because of high prices of jute
goods and lack of availability of raw
jute for processing.
Similar trends
are visible in consumer durables like
electric fans, refrigerators
and the
like. Gradually
lay-offs have begu))
in these industries.
Collieries
have
been trying to shed labour for some
time because of stagnation
in coal
demand.
Unemployment
Industrial
labour clearly fears that
as a result of deficit-financing
and
high prices of consumer
goods and
the lat.est pruning of the Plan expenditures, more unemployment
will be
deliberately
created and the increasing unemployment
will then be used
to force him to accept a wage-freeze,
making his condition still worse. He
is beginning t.o react to this fear; he
is becoming
more militar..t,
more
vociferous
in his demands,
more
steeled in his resolve to fight it out
now when he has still a chance rather than at a ]ate;- date when he
might be weakened, his ranks divided
his leaders locked away in jails under preventive detention acts and his
will to fight sapped by a combination
of adverse circumstances.
Congress st.rategists think that high
food prices help the farmer which in
turn way get them rural vot·es. It
does not do any thing of the sort.
These high prices may help a limited
number
of rich
peasants-Indian
kulaks-but
the majority
of Indian
farmers are either small landowners
or are totally landless peasants. High
prices create profits that van· h somewhere with middlemen. Thus the poor
peasant is as much affected by high
prices of food and consumer goods as
the industrial
worker.
This is particularly true of cash-crop
farmers,
for instance those who grow jute.
Their economic
plight
is no less
patent
as an explosive factor than
that of the industrial
worker. Particularly in Assam, it is these landless
labourers that have shown militancy
against rising prices.
In Bihar also,
the basic militancy of the anti-Government struggles is seen in semirural rather
than industrial
areas,
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though, of course, movements to secure higher dearness allowanc,;es for
lower-paid
staff continue
to grow
both in industrial areas also and even
in Government
offices. Recent events
in Lucknow a few hundred
miles
away from Patna
were a clearer
example of this sort of widening of
the orbit of discontent.
Even nonindustrial workers are shedding the~r
fear.

Delhi Letter

Smol(escreen For Attack?
FROM

A

POLITICAL

WHO
is kidding
whom, on the
controversial story in The States-

man about the alleged Left Commu. nist "strategy of sabotage" ? Either Mr
N anda is being taken for a ride by
Left Unity
someone in his Ministry or the poliOn the negative side, these gathertical corresDondent of The Statesman
ing storms of labour unrest have not
has been t;ken for a ride.
been able to instil a sense of unit\'
In the charmed existence of the
among
the
diverse
J ,eft parties.
capital's
elite correspondents,
who
Though they have agreed to avoid
have rather
unconventional
sources
mutual contests in the coming elecof news, the access to ·which is
tions, they have not worked out any
denied to the ~ore plebian of the
unified approach to this worsening
lot, such situations rarely occur. But
of economic conditions of the workwhenever they do, the outcome is aling people.
So far as the Leftists arc
ways disastrous.
It puts the relationconcerned, food protest
movement~
ship ,between the Government
and
are taking the shape of political prothe Press under new strains. This is
tests alone, something that blunts the
what happened
last week. In this
edges of the movement against high
case,' from his inside knowledge of it,
prices and the reactionary
economic
this correspondent
can vouch for
policy of the Government
as a whole.
this: the paper and its correspondent
It is clear that if Left unity to fight
acted in good faith because the story
the forces of reaction does not matecame from what is usually regarded
rialise,
the
growing
despondency
as an authentic source.
There is no
among the working class may turn
doubt a.bout that .• At the other end,
into anarchy, something
that might
Mr N anda denied that his Ministry
invite dictator~hip
in some guise or
had anything to do with it and it
the other.
The united
opposition
would be wrong to suggest that he
possesses the necessary strength
to
was misleading anyone.
reverse the anti-people policies of tbe
There
is a lot more
to the
Government
and so save the demostory.
The Indian
Express rushed
cratic framework
of our developin where
others' feared
to tread
ment.
They have the strength
to
with
its own
story
of how
a
save the economy
(rom stagnation
Home Ministry official gave the corand improve the economic condition
respondent
an indication
that the
of the industrial
worker,
lowerMinistry was not aware of any such
echelon Government
employee
and
plan though it knew the plan was
the landless
labourer.
They must
rejected by the majority at Tenali.
learn to wield this power in a creaThe correspondent, also tried to draw
tive manner, in a prudent
manner.
a red herring across the trail, quoting
If, however, the tide of fascism sweeps
an
unidentified
Left
Communist
India iIt the wake of anarchy,
the
leader as saying that the "DanO"e
Left also would have to answer for
group"
might
have inspired
The
the debacle.
Statesman story.
Mr N anda disclosed in the Lok
We have taken these "Peace in
Sabha'" that he had written to The
Vietnam"
banners into every caPital
Sta'Tesman about the rep or .
ut let
of the world.
I cannot see why the
it be recorded here that a responsible
Hanoi-Haiphong
oil raids can interman in the ,eaper asked a very senior
fere with the search for peace.
ICS ecretary on the tele hone if the
Dean Rusk
overnment
would mind the paper
carrying the letter along with a short
To cover a country a~ big as this
footnote by the political corresponwith 43 'ideal'
department
store~
The man speaking
from the
shows that the Government
has not . dent.
Government
end got cold feet.
exhausted all its sense of humour.
Not· very surprisingly, a PSP leader
Gee Bee in Hindusthan
Standard
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CORRESPONDENT

in Bombay, as well as the corr
dent of a Gu jarati daily in B
got the story on the same day a
Statesman decided to carry it.

CIA Fashion
This report has sinister signi
in the wake of certain other di
ing reports.
As for the report
there are several issues involve
Gopalan,
Mr U manath
and
Renu Chakravarti
alleged in th
Sabha that someone in the
Ministry gave the hanqout to
select correspondents.
Obviousl
person who "planted"
the sto
CIA fashion was trying to ba
now. If nothing else, the leak
an Intelligence
report
is in
here but Mr Nanda would not
to a probe to establish the G
ment's bona fides.
.
Someone in the Home Mi
under the CIA's inspiration, ha
story circulated surreptitiously
number of correspondents.
Bu
is not to suggest that The Stat
correspondent got it from this
He might have his own source.
upshot of the episode has a sad
for all, and t.hose who did not
low the story have no reason t
gratulate
themselves 011 their
tion.
The elite correspond en
long used to getting information
certain sources and rushing to
without verification. The strat
those who plant the stories is t
not more than one of the elit
confidence at a time. Every 5t
this kind is vested with the h
a scoop, though in this particul
it was not really meant to be a
Tlle closest parallel this corr
dent could recall is Gen Thimn
resignation
episode. The then
tical correspondent
of the same
tripped up badly, acting on a
at a cocktail party and constr
everything around this bit of
passed on to him, with a d
purpose
because the day the
appeared Mr Krishna Menon
leave for the UN.
Last year,
was another episode, amino
and less consequential
at that.
of the two news agencies cir
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" ... 1 have seldom seen .anything
more beautiful than the hand loom
fabrics which we have in our
country.
It is craftsmanship and
·artistry of the highest order."
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NOW
a fantastic slOry with a New Delhi
dateline and later everyone knew who
planted it-that
Pakistan would explode an atomic
bomb
in 1968.
''''hen a Canadian report a few days
ago suggested India was planning
a
nuclear test in 30 days, official New
Delhi huffed and hawed.
The weapon could cut. both ways.
The "strategy
of sabotage"
story
was clearly aimed at something tangible.
It had an immediate
political purpose.
It' could disrupt whatever understanding
the seven Leftist
parties had reached on common election strategy.
Secondly,
it would
provide the smokescreen for a mass
round-up which has been expected
fo~' quite some time now.
During the Chief Minister's
jamboree here last month, when law and
order were discussed, the dossier circulated to the participants
had contained enough to suggest that a new
attack on civil liberties was coming.
After that, the Centre has even sent
lists of Left and Right Communists
and the SSP functionaries
who had
to be watched in the weeks to come
and rounded up when the "go ahead"
signal came from New Delhi.
o one knows if Mr Nanda is prepairing another White Paper.
Back
in 1964 he promised one and it turned oul. to be so immaculately
white
that it exposed the entire Home Ministry to ridicule.
It was done in
such a hurry because the promise had
been made and there was already
some delay in keeping it. So tho~e
who compiled it were hard pressed
[or material and it contained
such
absurdities as this: several Left Communist leaders were noticed visiting
hill stations in north India obiously
to establish links with the Chinese
across the border!
Later, when top
officials converged on New Delhi for
a pow-wow, they were bitter and critical that they were hustled int9 producing such a document, which had
made them a laughing stock.
;;

be well to recount his political past
before New Delhi discovered his technocratic efficiency. In 1952, after the
rout of the Congress in the composite Madras State, Mr Subramaniam,
who had never held office before, was
the High Command's
nominee
for
Chief Ministership
when the party
was in minority in the Madras legislature.
But it became clear that the
Congress cannot form a Ministry unless some splinter parties were roped
in and the Communist-led
United
Democratic Front was smashed. The
crafty Mr C. Rajagopalachari
surfaced from political wilderness and Mr
Subramaniam
was his Number 2. In
1954, when Mr Kamara j toppled Mr
Rajagopalachari
(Madras State was
already truncated
to form Andhra

State) the solid Communist bl
62 in the House was reduced to
and the Congress had a clear 1
rity. In the leadership contest a
Rajaji's ouster, Mr Kamaraj trOll
Mr Subramaniam,
but retained
as Number 2 in his Cabinet.
Kamaraj-Subramaniam
conflict is
extension of the Kamaraj-Rajaji
flict and in 1962, Mr Su braman'
was rocked and rolled out of Ma
politics.
Mr Subramaniam's
poliC
future
is at stake now because
cannot go back to Madras poli
(Mr Alagesan is being groomed
Mr Kamara j for Madras Chief Mi
tership, assuming the Congress wo
win in 1967). So much depends
Mr Kamaraj's return to India.
August ]4, I.
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With Mr Kamaraj away, Mr Subramaniam's resignation
issue has been
hanging fire. ''''hatever
the meri ts
of the issue, there is little doubt that
at least four members of the Cabinet
would like him to go. The Syndicate would welcome it so that a Cabinet reshuIDe could be forced and
nominees of the Syndicate gain more
important
portfolios in the bargain.
Mr Subramaniam
blossomed
into
a technocrat only after he moved over
to New Delhi in ]962. But it would
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EW things have changed so drastically in the years of indedence as our newspapers.
For
r or for worse it is difficult to
for the answer depends on how
looks at it. The service condiof journalists have improvedsomeof the papers . to a degree
t would have appeared fabulous
the eve of independence.
Disparistill exist, but it is useless to
y that there has been a process of
eral levelling up and journalists
yare
better positioned
than
yother salaried groups.
Their relative prosperity is a sympof the affluence of newspapers.
paper proprietors
are among
new-rich of the country.
Politiinlluence has ceased to be the sole
'vation behind
publication
of
spapers; it has become lucrative
iness too, and no wonder top inial magnates and speculators
ve entered the field. In pre-indedence days many of the newsr proprietors would
have reed it as unflattering to be called
businessman or an industrialist;
none of them will cavil at such
iptions now. The label is no
r scoffed at; on the contrary, it
worn proudly on the lapel.
The
generation has adapted itself to
transformation; the new generahas it ingrown.
No eyebrows
raised now if a man unconnected
any business except newspaper
es president of a chamber of
erce.
t will be wrong to assume that inin circulation
alone
has
ght this affluence to the indus. True, most newspapers are. sellmore copies than in the years
nd independence, but their inhave gone up many times more
what is warranted by increased
lation alone. Nor can the inin newspaper prices account
this spectacular prosperity. Comwith the general
price rise
paper prices have virtually reed steady-an
increase of less
I

than three paise in nineteen years is.
negligible.
In fact, despite all this noise over
increased allotment
of newsprint,
it
is doubtful if the owners of the bigger units are really keen to increase
the circulation of their papers. They
have reached a point where increased
circulation
cannot bring them substantial additional
revenue.
Production costs and overhead charges being what they are, the margin of profit from sale of newspapers
has
dwindled considerably.
Certainly
it·
will be further reduced if the papers
have to depend more on indigenous
newsprint.
It is not without reason
that the clamour
is for imported
newsprint only, the price of which
even after devaluation is less than our
own products.
If newspapers
were
really in that need of pushing up circulation, more newsprint mills would
have come up in the country.
But
no move has been taken in that direction by newspaper proprietors, though
almost all of them are votaries of the
private sector. Their papers are loud
in preaching the virtues of the Swadeshi spirit, import substitution
and
self-reliance, but in their own field
they would much rather depend on
cheap imported newsprint than costly
indigenous products.
Advertisements
Newspaper
prosperity
is largely
dependent
on advertisement
revenue
which has gone up steadily in the
years of independence.
The proliferation of economic activities is generating
advertisements
in
diverse
fields; the battle between the public
and the private sector is being fought·
on newspaper
pages through
advertisement; the Government
is trying
to put across its case through advertisement, though the total newspaper
readership
is only an insignificant
fraction of the country's population.
An instance of this last was the series
of advertisements
worth
lakhs of
rupees that were released to the Press
by different
governmental
agencies
during the food movement in West
Bengal in March-April.
Big news·
papers are now refusing
advertisements which already occupy sixty to
seventy per cent of their space. It
is not unreasonable
to suspect that
the demand for more newsprint
is
being made not so much for increasing sales as for increasing the number of pages so that more advertisements can be accommodated.
Here

is maximum
profit with minimurrt
expenditure
and effort.
This spirit of c.ommerce has made
newspaper
proprietors.
align themselves with those on whose prosperity
"their own prosperity depends.
Some
of them, of course, are businessmen
first; those who are not have chosen
to be fellow-travellers
of a kind. The
impact of this alliance is being felt
in many fields of the newspaper industry.
The
older
generation
of
journalists,
haunt.ed by memories of
what newspapers
used to be, have
been largely replaced by a Ilew set
taught to look upon the profession as
just another
way of earning
one's
livelihood.
In most papers the editor has lost his primacy and has become the head of one of a number
of departments.
The
problem
of
dealing with a difficult editor who
refuses to equate public good with
the private gain of the proprietor has
been solved in some papers by the
proprietor
himself becoming the editor so that what the proprietor
finds
to be in his interest may be easily
laid down as editorial
policy.
Editorship is tending to become hereditary like proprietorship,
as if the post
did not require any specialised training or aptitude.
Newspapers
have thus become a
part of the anonymous empire of lobbies that try to influence Government
policies in devious ways. They have
become an instrument
to pressurise
the Government into actions designed
to further
t.he class interest of the
money-making
elite. Their anger at
policies which may act to the detriment of the class they serve is reminiscent of the fiery newspaper
writings of pre-independence
days. At
the same time, they do not stjnt in
their support and praise for the Government whenever they are able to
seduce or bully it into decisions which
serve the interest of the class of their
choice.
Sectional
and national
interests cannot always coincide,
and
whenever .they are in clash it is the
national interest that is sacrificed almost invariably, even by papers which
continue
to call' themselves
nationalist.
This has resulted in a kind of lovehate relationship
between newspapers
and the Government,
though basically most of them are establishment
papers.
Their support to the Government is spasmodic, for the Government
cannot
altogether
ignore
pu blic opinion and has to yield to

NOW
it occasionaJly.
This is the rea·
son why newspapers today are more
appreciative of the. Congress Government than they were in ]awaharlal
Nehru's time. The first few years of
independence were, of course, an exception; not because the newspapers
liked the policy he was evolving but
because they had to grow out of the
habit of endorsing whatever Nehru
said or did. In later years, e~pecially
after the border dispute with China
had come to light, they were defi.
nitely hostile to the economic and
foreign policies of Nehru. Their criticism grew in bitterness as Nehru,
secure in his popularity
with the
masses, continued
to ignore them.
The tirade that was mounted against
Nehru after the Sino-Indian
clash
_w~uld have toppled any other Prime
Mmister, and even Nehru had to
modify his policy to the delight of
newspapers and those whose cause
they champion.
More Charitable
To the subsequent two Prime Ministers newspapers
have been more
charitable, for they are not of the
same stuff as Nehru.
From the beginning of his career as Prime Minister the late Mr Lal Bahadur Shastri

received full support from the Press,
for newspapers knew that he would
be amenable to persuasion and pressure as he would have to depend on
newspaper support.
The process of
modification of Nehru's policy started
stealthily in Shastri's time. N ewspapers were quick to detect it, and
they lost no time in becoming his
cheer-leaders.
Of Mrs Gandhi they
were suspicious in the beginning, for
they feared that she might prove too
much of her father's daughter
and
"the brief Shastri interlude might end
with the daughter coming in. Going
through today's newspapers it is diffi·
cult to believe that only seven months
ago some of these same papers had
bemoaned the fate of the ,country
with a Prime Minister whose only
apparent qualification for the post
was that she was Nehru's daughter.
Apprehensions were expressed openly
that she might not only try to enforce
outdated policies but also fall under
the wrong kind oj influences. Since
then newspapers have been gallant
enough to discover in her ullS1lspect.
ed virtues that make for an ideal
Prime Minister, presumably ber.ause
she is allowing the right kind of influences to guide her. Her direction
of affairs has been so satisfying that

even the scandal of devaluation f
few critics in the Press.
. Devaluation
is only one of
issues over which newspapers
deliberately
refrained
fr0ll! .
expression to public resentment.
omissions may be endearing the
the Government
but are vitia
their relations with the peopl
feeling is fast growing that tbe in
of the common people, their s
ings and grievances, are quite 1
the revised order of priority d
up by newspapers in recent years.
their anger and frustration some
pIe have turned on papers they t
delinquent.
Boycott and bon fir
newspapers in different parts of
Bengal have· become events of
quency disquieting for a section
the Press. Although the big p
have outgrown absolute depend
on circulation
for their pros
there is a limit beyond which
paper can allow its sales to
Temporary repairs are being
by the affected papers through
fication of news and ~ditorial pol'
but these alone cannot re-establish
lost rapport.
Newspapers will
to turn the light inwards to .
the root of their trouble with
public.

jl Jradition of Jerl'ice & Interprise
A hundred
and twelve years ago.
to this day. thefirst
train in Eastern India ran a distance of 38 kms
from Howrah to Hooghly. Braving
the elements
and wild animals.
the pioneers
and workers laid the
foundation,
not only of a great
transport
system.
but also an
institution
of national
solidarity.'
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Indian Railways with their wide
ramifications
paved the way for
political.
cultural
and emotional
integration
of the country,
A tradition
of service and enterprise has inspired our railwaymen
down the decades:
Independence
has added a purpose to it.
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The Russians On Tilak
SARO J

ACHARYYA

ILAK and Swadeshi
and the
parting of the ways between
Moderates and the Extremists
titute the first .conscious phase
India'sfreedom movement. Tilak's
centenary was celebrated
in
. A group of Soviet Indologists
uced on this occasion a comme·
tion volume of studies on seaspectsof the Indian nationalist
ement in 1905-08. This has been
available now in English nanbon.· Soviet policymakers
and
icistshave always taken a friendalso often active and more than
ernie interest
in the colonial
ration movements.
The Empire
Jhe Tsars was, after all, a st,ring
coloniesor in emotional phraseo, "a prison house of peoples." So,
was the Empire of Britain. The
shevikstook up both in dealing
the colonial question:
They
ly watched the course of India's
om movement, from the early
5 of the century.
Marx in his
ides on India had supplied
the
t impulse, to which Lenin afterds gave a steady direction.
Then
, even in the Tsarist times Rus·
n scholars had been attracted
to
diaas an interesting field of study.
~iet Indology has carried forward
tradition and given it a new
ension by applying Marxist mes of analy is and intqpretation.
r a time there was even more to it
n mere 'lnalysis and interpretan. The Bolsheviks claiming to be
e inheritors of Marx believed that
ir historic task was not merely t.o
lain btlt also to change the curse
world history. This is how Soviet
ologyin line with Soviet ideology
n struck a challenging
note and
voked fierce controversy.
Cotence may have now exactpd its
ce and put a curb on that old
Ishevik spirit of outspoken
criI

sm.
o doubt the times have changed.
e Revolut,ion of 1917 encouraged
Struggle
Reisner
House,

For
and
New

Indian
N.

M.

Delhi.

Lenin to i::lream of a future in which
India and China taking their place
by the side of the Soviet Union
would strike the death-knell of world
imperialism.
Lenin's vision has been
partly fulfilled but in the process
part of the tremendous
expectations
of the 1920s and 1930s has been lost
or has run into a series of bewildering contradictions.
The struggle for
Indian freedom,
for instance,
now
seems to have been both won and at
least partly lost. The Soviet historians in the collection of essays under
review have kept themselves strictly
limited
to the early phase of the
struggle for Indian freedom.
They
dave refrained
from throwing, any
hint about the present: in the light
of the past. This is a liitle disappointing.
A major work of historical study, especially from the hands
of Soviet scholars, should
have at
least suggested
how the Extremist
phase of India's national politics in
Tilak's time ultimately ended iIi the
confusion and compromise
of 1947.
The Soviet historians obviously have
preferred to keep on the side of angels so as not to give any serious
offence to orthodox Indian nationalist sentiments.
Their studies in the
present volume thus follow more or
less conventional
lines, -although they
deserve credit for collecting
a vast
amount
of hitherto
neglected facts
abou t the social and economic setting
of the Indian national movement in
1905-08.
Estimate of Extremism
The Soviet historians'
estimate 01
Tilaki te Extremism
is highly selective. It is based on an unanalvsed
belief that any anti-imperialist
'posture must by itself be forwardlooking
and progressive.
And the attempt
also to draw a sharp distinction
between the bourgeois and the pettybourgeois class affiliations respectively of the Moderates and the Extremists leads to exaggerated cOl}clusion's.
On many social and economic questions the Moderates
held far more
reasdnably
progressive
views than
the Extremists.
Tifak's
Extremism
was concerned
primarily
with the
inethod of fighting the foreign rulers.
That the Moderates
were generally

averse to mass contacts and unwilling
to seek mass sanctions against Brithh
rule is true enough.
But the Extremists' interest
in the masses the
Soviet historians
should
not have
taken only at its face value.
l\larx
in his Eighteenth Brumaire did de·
'finitely point out that petty.bourgfOi,
sympathy for the masses must by its
very origin be often self-deceptive.
Dr Goldberg only casually notes that
on economic issues t,here was not
much
to distinguish
between
the
Moderates and the Extremists. "Tilak
was much less outspoken against the
moneylender",
he also was 1;'ot keen
on labour
legislation.
Political extremism may weIl conceal and nourish
a lot of class-bol:md economic selfishness. Whom
the Soviet historians
have d~scr:ibed as "petty
bourgeois
revolutIOnary
democrats"
were nei·
ther revolutionary
nor quite democratic when it came to the question
of giving the exploited masses a fair
deal. In Bengal, more than in Maha.
:ashtra,
this contradict.ion
was glar.
mg. Much of B-engal's politics, even
extremist
politics, was lawyer-landlord-ridden;
even the dedicated revolutionists,
sworn
anti-British
all
hardly ever appeared
to be anti:
feudal and anti-capitalist.
It might be argued that the antiimperialist struggie in its early phase
naturally
brought. together all kinds
of forces under the banner of Extremism.
Even so, the Soviet historians
should have laid bare the contradictory elements and the limiting factors. And this could have by implication pointed to the causes leading step_by step to the present shape
of IndIa's
unfinished
revolution.
The
Mehtas,
Subramaniams
and
Patils of t.oday might, for all their
worth, be representing
on an extended scale the contradictions
and com,
promises of the early phase of the
Indian national movement.
Conservative Tendencies
In overstressing the ant.i-imperialist
nature
of
the
Indian
national
awakening of 1905-08, the Soviet his·
torians have slurred over many of its
irrational
and conservative
tenden.
c~es. In a tr~dit.ional society patriotIC fervour e~si~y n.ms .into a religious
mould.
ThIS m IndIa, for obvious
reasons, appeared,
in the first insta!lce, as Hindu revivalism.
The polio
tIcal consequences
of this revivalist
trend
have not been adequately
dealt with by the Soviet historians.
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Komarov's essay on Social Thought
in Bengal in the late 19th and early
20th centuries merely skims the surface and overvalues stray phrases on
Hindu-Muslim unity. Goldberg takes
note of Tilak's
"anti-Muslim
communalism" only to shrug it off. It
is neither history nor Marxist understanding
to present
communalism
and all that solely as a product of the
British imperialist
policy of Divide
and Rule.
These are serious inadequacies and
flaws of interpretation
in a volume ot
historical
studies otherwise packed
with facts and hitherto
unexplored
materials.
Indian scholars have certainly much to learn from the discipline
displayed
and the insight~
gained by the Soviet historians
in
their searching analysis of the agrarian
and working
conditions
in
Maharashtra in 1905-08. Chicherov's
essay on Tilak's trial and the Bombay political strike of 1908 is a remarkable account to be valued both
for its freshness a~d mastery of de·
tail. It is in their interpretation
of
the working class unrest of the period
that the Soviet historians assume too
much and tend to exaggerate its antIimperialist character.
Minor inaccu-,
racies, mostly verbal, might be justly
ignored but· it seems unfortunate
that the Soviet historians who have
been thoroughgoing in collecting facts
have had to rely almost entirely on
source materials
in English.
The
essay on Bengali
liocial thought
could have been improved and the
revivalist
reformist
contradiction
sufficiently exposed by directly drawing from Bengali sources. In this
respect some recent Soviet studies on
Rammohan
and Bankim based on
Bengali sources are decidedly better
and excellent specimens of Soviet
scholarship.
Having said all this, it
has to be ungrudgingly admitted that
some of the essays contained in the
volume under review provide rewarding insights and deserve commendation as models .of historical inquiry
in depth.
NOW
is available at Students' Comer,
P.O. Kharagpur
Technalogy,
Kharagpur,
S.E. Railway

... there is now only one super
powe,r in the world, namely, the
U.S.A .... Russia is as much a supplicant as any other country or power.
Durgadas in Hindusthan
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About Nehru
THE NEHRU LEGACYA SYMPOSIUM
National Book Club
Rs. 5.00
Nehru-Life
And Wark
By Chelapathi Raa
Natianal,Book
Club.
Re 1.50

A

sympasium in which a Cangress
chief, a Cammunist,
a member .of the Government, an econamist,
a journalist and a jurist are invited
to inventary particular aspects of a
man like Nehru,
individual
assesments, though undaubtedly
sincere,
tend perfarce ta be samewhat parochial. Mr Hiren Mukerjee lovingly
remembers
him as "the beautiful
thaugh ioeffectual angel", the great
architect and uphalder of parliamentary demacracy whelm 'one hesitates
to call a great parliamentarian',
the
man who could say "na" bath ta communalism and private enterprise but
stem neither,
the mim who was
cathalic enough to pay tribute
t.o
Lenin and Communists
(while holding them in jail in his cauntry without trial, a fact Mr Mukerjee fargets ta mention).
Mr Kamaraj cantents himself
with
pointing
aut
Nehru's undying faith in the ability
.of the Congress ta deliver the goads,
his struggles, with same measure of
success, with the Rightists within the
Cangress, the possibility of the Cangress being purified and halds aut an
invitatian
to the young to jain it.
Mr Bibhuti Mishra, whase heart appears to lie with the peasants .of
Champaran,
regrets with refreshing
frankness
the
post-independence
troaping- in .of the landlards and the
well-to-da into the Congress and th~
way they thwarted
all anti-feudal
measures.
Mr Dinesh Singh, Nehru's
calleague in the Government, drama-

tises Nehru's sharing 'half an a~
at the breakfast table with Mr 51
into the Bandung spirit, farget'
that Nehru's
decency was n
daubted and goes ,an to blame Chi
and Pakistan for the crumbling
the Panch Shil.
In this -charus .of apalogia
voices, those .of Mr Setalvad and
Gyanchand, strike a somewhat
cardant nate. They refuse ta expl
away 'the -shadow between the
ception and creation' as being the
suIt .of the wickedness without
look further and explare the w
nesses within. While Mr Muk
is carried away by Nehru's beau'
venting of cancepts like 'the
manding heights in the economy
ing in sacial cantrol', and apol .
far him by saying "The fallow-up
actian was not his farte", Dr G
chand loaks deeper and finds
"the only way in which the pi
(thraugh which rural .oligarchies
6alidated their pawers under
chayati Raj' and appropriated most
the benefits of the develapment
penditure, and in the caurse of w
the village econamy became
hierarchical
and undermined
faundations of political demo
could be checked and reversed was
create
centres
.of counterva'
pawers and generate forces thro
which maney-pawer in the rural
namy
could
be neutralised
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This, however, would have
~ving due place to the class
process in reverse-a
daughter of the
in planning and the execu.
South and a daughter-in~law
~f BenSARO]INI
NAIDU-,plans". But that c~uldn't. be,
gal.
No wonder, she IS. qUIte. en
A BIOGRAPHY
of Nehru's "mild bIas agalOst
rapport with her mercunal
subject.
lerpretation of events 'and e~u. By Padmini Sengupta
Married
to a younger
brothe~ ?£
Asian
Publishing
House,
Bombay
strategyacquired under the lO.
Deshapriya ]. M. Sen Gupta, she IS.III
Rs.26
ofthe Gandhian outlook" and
a position of vantage
III recaIlIllg
eoccupation with somewhat
POET
and dreamer, patriot
and
quite a few of th.~ 1?,ersonal anecd?~es
ends and means controversy
fighter, friendly soul and peacerelating to SaroJIm s frequent
VISItS
t clear understanding
of the
maker, Sarojini Naidu enlivened the
to Calcutta.
A life-long friend of Dr
of this issue on the problem
political stage of India for over three
.:8, C. Roy, she was an interesting pa.
ning in theory and practice".
decades, till her death in 194~. ~s
tient, not above helping hers.elf to
fortunate t.hough unavoidable
an orator, hers was the gift of lO~plr.
chocolate bars and chIcken pattIes, on
is that "the rich had not
ed utterance
and happy expreSSIOn,
the sly, though under the strictest orcornericher but more power.
though
not ,the depth of political
ders about a severe diet. "Don't you
ugh the development
pro.
wisdom,
She was conscious of her
know me?
Why, the whole world
. And when Dr Gyanchand
. genins, bIlt knew her limitations
as
knows me," she would flare up at the
to say that "the workers an9
well and therefore it was that. she
bank clerk who would not have her
IS remained an object of solI.
look~d up to Gokhale or Gandhi
or
draft cashed instantly. Countless must
forhim" (instead of being reNehru for leadership.
Without sharbe such encounters, of which we have
d as forces in society with <I ing the Mahatma's austere outl~ok on
a sizable number in this book.
But
historical role to play) we
life, she could pledge her ,faIth to
the reader could do with a lew more,
Jthat somehow the hist.orical
him with fillental reservatIons.
A
for no healthy man can get tired of
Sarojini's wit.
ofNehru ceased to react to reafai thful disciple, prepared
to follow
d the picture that ,emerges is
him to the ends of the earth, she
Of the political leader and the oraan whose tragedy was not that
could call him "Micky Mouse" and
tor, who could command the winged
promised with others ?u~ that
take no end of libeIties with him, for
word (e.g. "We do not cry for the
sowith himself; a SOCIalIst by
she was indeed the "licensed jester of
moon, we pluck it fr~m the skies ~n~
thropy who acted in a crucial
the Mahatma's
little court."
While
wear it upon the dIadem o~ ASla.s
t of Indian history and then
the world hailed her a,s the "Nightinfreedom."),
there is a lot III thIS
his fingers, wished for the
gale of India"
(and she always rebook.
Also, of the Governor,
who
mained so, for she never ceased to
could bring the lion to lie down with
book by Mr Rao is a colle.c. sing, in verse or prose, in writing or
the lamb in Lucknow.
But not
talksbroadcast from All IndIa
in speech), she. had h.umour enough
enough, perhaps, about the wife and
on the occasion of Nehru's
to enjoy a qUIp agaIllst her, when
the mother, who had built a happy
y. Such talks hardly ev~r ~ove . somebody called her "the Nayghty
home at the "The
Golden Thressweeping
generalIsatIOns,
Gal of India".
It was no easy Job to
hold" in the quiet feudal shelter of
aSlertions and a lot more of
keep the wild bird in a glided cage
Hyde;abad,
far from the din <l:nd
adulation. Mr Rao has not
in her lifetime (as she rema~ked on
bustle and the limelight of Gandhlan
inted us. He is, as they say,
her O"overnorship in free IndIa).
It
One wou~d certainly have
b.
h er politics.
form. But I think that even
can be no eaSIer one to capture
liked to know a bttle more (than
ia Radio would have tolerat.
personality-vivid
and vital, irreve.
the indifferent para 01: two available
lIle more analysis.
Moreov~r,
rent and irrepressible_in
the pages
here) about that . ~atient
and sel.£.
,apparently, is mort~Ily afr~Id
of a biography, over a decade and a
effacing army phY~Iclan,. who ~ade It
al analysis and beglOs by lO: half after her death.
Her friend and
possible for the. Illustnous
WIfe to
us about Nehru's refusal to
admirer Padmini Sengupta has cerwander as she bked, free from the
onable and become a dictator
tainly done her best in her substancares of house-keeping,
and to hold
ds up with the picture of a
tial book, which is well-written
and
court in her suit at the Taj in Bomwell-documented .
ost courageous, noblest, most
bay, like a Duchess in the salor:rs of
nt and most energetic', 'one
. In
discussing
Sarojini's
poetic'
Paris before the French RevolutIOn.
fin~stinstruments of historical
career, Padrnini
Sengupta
do~s not
D. ANJANEYULU
the world has known'.
Mr
let her admiration run away WIth her
evidently not satisfied. and
judgmf:nt.
Her sympathy is always
Many
businessmen
imag~ne that
there, vf course.
In reply to some of
o other great leader has ever
the Congress will always be In power
the ltss sympathetic
of ~he. modern
d such high seriousnes.s. and
and they will face ruin if they oppose
critia. who are apt to dIsmISS Saropurpose with such a SpIrIt of
the Congress.
Thisl illusion has to
jini's poetry as jingling verse
playe And in between we find
be remOved. If they vote against the
ing rhetoric, she draws attentIon to
Congress, the Congress wif,J not be in
the fact that three of her poems were . power and then it cannot ruin them.
al Book Club which appears
included
in the Oxford
Book
of
terested in stimulating serious
C. Rajagopalachari
English Mystical Verse.
could have left it to AIR
h it was originally meant.
Sarojini was a daughter of Bengal
He (Harold
Wilson)
would
do
aud a daughter-in-law
of the South.
better to remember
that statesman_
MONI SEN
Her biographer is an example. of the
ship, like charity, begins at home.
19, 1966
Spectator
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neatre of The
Absurd
ugust 5 Chaturmukh
staged
ohit Chatterjee's Nil Ranger
. Chaturmukh is a leading
of Calcutta and Mohit Chathas already written a number
. TJle expectations, naturalw)' great. But t~e play did

\ ~
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l10t come up to them.
'We left the
auditorium
baffled, bored and confused.
The confusion was largely due to
the confused nature of the play. Mr
Chatterjee has a mind unfortunately
more attuned
to literature
than to
life.
Readily aligning himself with
Ms Ionesco & Co., he fails to assimilate their attitudes
and merely imitates their doctrines,
postures
and
techniques.
He would like to follow
Ionesco's
'absurd
techniques'.
But
while IonesCQ's ;formal experiments
grow out of his material, Mr Chatterjee's seem grafted onto his, giving
the impression of a jumble.
In fact,
all the confusion
in Nil Ranger
Ghoralt seems to originate
from hi~
desire to be an 'Absurdist'.
At the
heart of the play, there is a very logical story with a touch of fantasy-the story of a man 1"'ho in his youth
was a fanatical lover of horse races.
Now he is a ruined man.
One Friday, a fantastically dressed boy brings
him the results of the races to be run
on the following day.
He goes to
the races, stakes everything and wins.
The same thing happens over and
over again for years. Now rich and old,
the hero revolts at the whole idea
but he must go on since his mercenary wife and daughter insist. Finally,
one Friday, he receives a newspaper
from the boy, which prophesies
his
death on the following Sl1nday. This
theme of a pathetic man obsessed with
an idea might be a gripping one.
Here is some material out of which
a tragedy of a sensitive neurotic could
be constructed.
Bu t forcing liS to
find the 'absurdity of existence' in this
logical and coherent story is tuo heavy
a claim on our imagination. The trouble starts when Mr Chatterjee
tries
to transform
the normal
into the
absurd.
Hence the intrusion Qf the
'blue-horse symbol', the relevance @f
which is difficult to guess; the bundle
of cliches about the soul and Existence;
the out-ot-season
nostalgia;
the frequent use of absolutely personal cricket-images;
and the irrelevant
quotations
from Shakespear-e. Actually, Mr Chaw;rjee
is wasting
his
powers in his attempts to be 'absurd'.
He should save himself by giving up
the idea of saving 'absurd drama'.
There is not much to say about the
performance except that the performers were almost always competently
incompetent.
The l?ronunciation
was
always bad: repetItion
was 'repet.ation', 'practice
was 'practish',
'race'
was 'resh', and to crown all, 'ghorah'

was never pronounced without .nasalization. The delivery was equally bact.
TIH~ actors either spoke in a degenerate conventional
manner cr delivered their
speeche.s with
'Twinkle,
twinkle little star' or 'Thirty days in
September' rhythm.
The whole conception was clumsy.
The sets were
suggestiw, the blockings con ventionaI, the movements
natural.
Bimal
Chakravarii
with
his
set-designs, .
Chitta Mukherjee
with his effective
music and Chitrita MandaI with her
sane acting tried their best. But what
could a few lonely members of a
wayward crew do when the captain
himself lost his compass?

.

Only For Love
By A

FILM

T HEthemagnetic
heroine

CRITIC

pull of love llIake~
of Paari (directed
by Jagannath
Chatterjee)
take a ship
to the Andamans
where her lover
Ghanasyam is condemned
to life imprisonment.
But when they finally
meet, it seems that no deep emotional
attachment
exists between them and
that one has just come to say hello
'to the other.
In this context, the
final outbursts of 'passion leading to
a climactic embrace t9 the tune of the
play-out music seem entirely pointless and the labours for weaving such
a long-winding
plot are wholly wasted. The script is a hopeless medley
of absurd situations
(set in a village
with a r the stock village types of the
Bengali screen muscling in) and the
poor camera work, sh<ipeless editing
and innocuous
muslc:c.Tirection, all
conspIre to maKe this first directorial
assignment of Mr Chatterj@e (his previous experiences were with two film
groups)
an ~rti~tic_ f!<!E.
Sm Pranati Bhattacharya
as a tom-

Now
tries to recreate the
o her film debut Tathapi, but
forgotten the single fact that
n the release of Tathapi and
sent film. fifteen long winters
passed, and what was charming
ago could become plainly riditoday.
Of the two. Bombay
actin as the box-office boosters,
endar as Ghanasyam is less in·
ble when,he is' mute, but when
eaks into atrocious Bengali in
otionlll scenes, one is tempted
e a penpanent
holiday from
ceo Dili kumar makes a very
appearance toward~ the er:~ 01
Mm as the compassIOnate jaIlor
Schular jail and he steals most
e audiences' claps.
Great Race

lovelaunches ships to the distant
, it also shapes the course of
Great Race (Elite) from New
to Paris in which two rival
en, the Great Leslie (played
ony CUrlis clad in spotless white)
Prof Fate (a beautifully
mollS'oed Jack Lemon dishing out an
ious mixture of Groucho Marx
Oliver Hardy), participate.
The
ting sidelights are provided by
brilliant Peter Falk as Fate's ast, apparently a nitwit, but like
youngest_of the Marx Brothers,
unusually sharp in times of criatalie Wood as the roving reporof The New York Sentinel coverthe race, inspires the competitors
eir miraculous feats and inevitathe film ends with Tony Curtis
atalie Wood bound by the holy
of matrimony.
The
director,
e Edwards, has dedicated
his
to Laurel and Hardy and, indeedes as a wonderful
tribute to
the best things that Hollywood
stood for. As the film progressdown the memory lane we go,
. g up titbits from the past,
es from early Chase films, Key·
comedies, references
to the
ems, Zigfield revues
(dancingin the Boracho-Saloon), Lubitsch
nts (reproduced
here in the
of the Central European palace.
gues), loving
pastiches
from
'can musicals, Capra-brand
so'cated comedies of newspaper·
and fiery suffragettes;
even
Olstard-pie farce has its right place
Edward's scheme
of
things.
ughout the film, the spirit 01
tick predominates, and the ung visual sense of the director has

made a film of remarkable
of an almost non-existent

pace out
story-line.

Love At Twenty
Love is also the theme of the omnibus film by five directors of different nationalities
and this time i,t i~
Love at Twenty
(New Empire). The
passions,
conflicts,
hesitations,
torments and exuberance of young love
are treated in different styles by these
directors, of which the French epi.
sode directed by Francois
Truffaut
(the moving tale of a frustrated love
experienced
by Antoine, the grownup boy of Four Hundred Blows, who
is sensitively played by Jean Pierre
Leaud)
and Andrej Wajda's Polish
sequence
(a sort of sequel to Innocent Sorcerers, the charm, romance
and the m~lancholy
of casual acquaintance
portrayed
11) a masterly
way) leave a marked impression. The
other episodes (German, Italian and
Japanese)
do have occasional purple
patches, and these young film-makers
have definitely used their camera as
a medium for expressing the turmoib
of the modern young mind.
Some
excellent stills by Cartier-Bresson
depicting the right atmosphere of young
love have been used as links between
the pieces, As the film is having ali
unusually short run in the cammer·
cial circuit (it is being shown for
three days only), we do hope that
the film societies would surely revive
this fine film in their programme.

Masks And Landscapes
By

FOR

AN ART CRITIC

the actor, the mask serves to
create a surreal type and to
facilitate a journey into the world of
the imagination.
To the audience,
the mask takes away the person It

knows and invests the, wearer with
something which is a'Yful and nonhuman, a god or a devil.
Therese Le Prat's photographs
of
human features hidden behind masks
or haH-hidden faces behind make-up,
now on show in the Academy
ot
Fine Arts, Calcutta, conjure up both
the divine and the evil aspects of the
human world.
The expressions
on
the faces touch the entire gamut of
human emotions, ranging from exultation to depression, from tenderness
to malignity.
Together
with
the
short lyrical commentaries,
tqe photographs reveal a landscape rich with
the foliage of faces.
The visitor is bound, for instance,
to be held by the picture
of the
masked fa<;:eused in a Franco-German
theatrical production
with a strangely haunting
expression gazing at an
open hand. The accompanying
poem
begins wit.h the lines; "The world
was in his hand, the hand opened,
the world is no more in his hand."
Or take again the face of Yves LoreHe
in one of his mimic compositions
where 'the load of his head in his
hands' brings home to the observer
with a poignant intensity the almost
unbearable
burden of the intellect.
Aesthetically,
the mask here" consecrates the effacement
of immediat~
reality for the benefit of a vaster
reality.
Some of the masks used in Brecht's
The Caucasian Chalk Circle and The
Life of Calileo invent immediately
a
different world of transparent
myths
concealing
crises of modem
life.
There is an unconventional
approach
in the choice of the clown of solitude,
a sad clown with closed eyes in Pierre
Debauch's face. The next moment
we shrink with revulsion
from the
portrait of the Serpent in Jean Dutourd's The Tree acted by Andre
Reybaz with two pairs of eyes on his
forehead .
Thus 'the visitor moves from one
face to another, gazing at the vibrating immobility.
for
behind
the
make-up or the masks the original
features peep now and then and one
can never escape the weird feeling of
movement of shapes, sliding of facial
muscles in a decoration
of lines,
vibration
of known forms in a prison of fixed frames.

A Young Artist
Of a completely different nature is
the exhibition
of Animesh Sen Gupta's paintings in the southern gallery
31
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Academy. His forte is the land·
. The shapes and forms of his
lose themselves in a misty athere. In sharp contrast with
preponderance of bold· outlines in
ese Le Prat's pictures, Sen Guppaintings evoke a world of dim
rs and shy lines. His 'Sky beMonsoon' or 'Before Rain' or
Himalayan landscapes
have a
of evanescence.
one picture, 'A modern
form
from Konarak', Sen Gupta has
ted a bold design based on a
un sculpture.
In spite of a rainsipid colour scheme, the picdisplays an imagination
which
s to be capable of turnin~ out
rn forms fr0f!! classcal designs.

And Vietnam

. Pentagon and the White House are
passing sleepless nights.
The general staff of Franco faced
the speechifying Passionaria,
but the
digital computer Robert, McNamara,
and the garrulous President Johnson
face the sure-shot Giap and the proverbially
inscrutable
oriental,
Ho
Chi -Minh.
The polyglot, inexperienced, idealist and .effervescent
lot
that fought in Madrid and Barcelona
is the very opposite of the slit-eyed,
tongue-tied, consumptive-looking
bv,t.
battle-steeled
boys who fought and
won at Dien Bien Phu.
And that
makes for a world of difference between the two seemingly identical decades.
In the name of saving the Vietnamese from extermination,
let us not
unwittingly work for the salvaging of
the Yankees. Without our joining the
.feeble and inaudible chorus "Yankees,
go home !" they are going home with
their feet first, thanks to the silent
but efficient Vietnamese.

talist or neutral, was outspoken.
So
to take North Vietnam as a spedal
case is provocative.
Mr Bagchi is right that it is unjust
to expect any revolutionary
morality
from a bourgeois
government
like
India, but one can demand that this
government
be more responsible
in
discharging its duties as chairman of
the International
Control ',Commission. If it does not, it should quit
the ICC.
The official voice of India is riot the
only voice. Let the world hear another voice in which India speaksthe voice of the majority of Indians
who support the Vietnamese
liberation front and condemn t.he role of
the Indian Government
and demand
complete
withdrawal
of American
forces from Vietnam.
RANA

CHATTOPADHYAY

.

Calcutta

Conspiracy

his article "Vietnam
and the
SHASHIKANT PATF.T.
Id", (Now) July 29) Mr Sumanta
Bombay
You are not probably aware that
jee says, "The present seems to
the Communist
Party
(Left)
at
uncanny repetition of the deMr A. K. Bagchi
(August
12)
Tenali entered into a conspiracy with
preceding the last World War".
seems to equate
the Vietnam
war
Red China.
It is in fact witchcraft
a closer scrutiny, however, one
with the Sino-Indian
and Indo-Pak
that they decided to practise to del/) conclude that
the similarities
. border clashes. The former is a libeprive India of rains. in the pre-e~ece two decades are more imagiration war while the latter were puretion year and thus brIng abou t famme
than real.
ly' border
dispute~' and cannot be
in the country.
Our Intelligence
Banerj'ee voices his concern at
called wars. These could have been
Service has persistently practised yoga
apathy of public
opinion
on
avoided.
During
the clashes no
t.o .gain telepathic knowledge.
While
m in this decade.
But what
State!
whether
socialist
or capithe Tenali SItting was on, the Intelli
did the enlightened public opiof the other decade do to save
panish Republic?
The Spanish
blic was crushed not so much
e blows that it received at th~
Send Your Subscription Order Today
of Franco, but because of the
f unity within the ranks of the
. ".,'
..
,
nts that fought for the RepubProgressive newspapers
of the
.
. .
ere full of praise for the heroic
of the greenhorns who fought
(ENGLISH
MONTHL Y)
lost in the ranks 0.£ the Repu bArmy, and throughout
the
anti-fascist feelings rose· in. a
An illustrated journal discussing the revolutionary
do. And yet Spain fell to the
changes taking place in rural India.
y the picture is entirely dif·
The feeling against Ameri.
Single ,opy : 15 Paise
Annual: Rs. 1.25
ession is almost a fraction of
(Post free)
ti·fascist feelings of those days,
'ng even the Press of the sociauntries. And yet how goes the
in Vietnam? Are the con temPUBLICATIONS DIVISION
Francos, M ussolinis and neoPOST flOX 2011, OLD SECRETARIAT, DELHI-'
having a good time in VietMr Banerjee should read the
D4 IS/'"
n Pres!. The men in the

-:P-ANCHAYATI< RAJ
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v"

gence men knew without the aid of
any physical medium that sabotage
would occur on the railways.
They
did not make their knowledge public
until prompted by the Railway Minister [or a very good reason. Prior disclosure of knowledge
would have
meant the trouble of taking precautions. Law will not take cognizance
of what you knew until it is proved
that you knew and acted or omitted
to act unlawfully.
It is this understanding of legalilStic logic which
made our Int.elli-gence men shift the
disclosure to a con\'en~eilt point in
time when the dust has settled on the
victims of the tragedies and demands
for judicial enquiry have been brushed aside.
Dear Editor, if you are wondering
why there has been prior disclosure
of the Left Communists'
plan of
crop-burning,
you have missed the
symbolism of our Intell;gence. men's
language.
If through a devilish plot
with China the rains did not come
and the crop has already failed, where
there would be the crop t.o burn?
It follows it has already been burned.
What all these are leading to, you
may ask. I foresee
is: first, arrests
of Left Communis s followed by
arrests of fellow-t.ravellers.
If the
people agitate ag-ainst arrests, the
weaklings in the Congress will be
swept aside and strongmen and superpatriots will.move in, cancel the elections, invite the Americans to bomb
discontented
people in this country
for the sake of freedoIP and for the
benefit of the strongmen. We know
by now what happens to a country
wh r the Americans have meddled.

first so that the capitalists may follow
suit.
TOROON

Semantic Revolution

Calcutt.a

utomation

Thanks for publishing
the· views
of Mr M. Bhattacharjee through your
readers' columns (August 5) on automation which is a life and death
question for the working
class in
general in India.
It is, however, regrettable
that
the central
trade
unions, including the AITUC,
are
indifferent to this vital issue.
Automation
in a land of unemployment and under-employment
will
help rapid capital formation by the
Indian monopoly capitalists
at the
cost of the working class. Hence New
Delhi is ins~allirig electronic computers in Government
undertakings

34

Revolutionary

Those who are conscious of the
impermanence
of the meaning
of
words will be delighted to read Mr
Nirmal
Goswami's
"The
Semantic
Revolution"
(Now, August 5). Working on Raymond Williams's. essay he
has finely brought out what is often
missed, that the meaning of. a word
is in a constant process of mutation.
But in the case of some newly-coined
and widely-used words this flux has
a direction while some others, handy
for headlines in newspapers, often
tend to become imprecise
and are
finally reduced to jargon.
The 20th century is indeed generating a language to express violent
and dynamic emotions, but it is also
daily adding to the pile of claptrap.
In their frantic endeavour to find the
equivalence of their thought-process,
politicians and newspapermen are almost daily coining expressions to be
circulated and broadcast to millions
of readers and listeners.
In the next
generat,ion these will have only a
kind of comic value. It is therefore
good to be conscious of the semantic
counter-revolution.
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Calcutta

"Bibidh Bharati"
I would like to draw your attention to the doings of the 'Bibidh
Bharati' programme broadcast by AIR
The
programe
consists chiefly of
cheap Hindi film songs, of patched-up
and hackneyed tunes. These songs
are spoiling the moral climate in our
country.
As an Indian citi;zen I cannot but suspect that the programme
is an instrument
for brainwashing
in favour of Hindi.
How many
hours of Bengali film songs are broadcast in UP and Bihar everv week?
SATYA SANDHI GUPTA

Calcutta
I t is nothing
but sheer raving
lunacy to spend millions of dollars
to shoot men into space and make
them walk there .... I .simplY' smile
with loathing and contempt
at this
lunacy on the part of mankind.
C. V. Raman
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But that is only when we
must insist on a specified
raw material rather than
compromise with a nonstandard substitute.

OFTEN
INDEED
A SNOB
Or when we must reject
what our own factories
have produced, which
do not conform to
specifications.

Or when we must recommend to industry new
methods of using our
products and processes
rather than preserve the
old ways, which obstruct
standard isation.
INDIAN

Or when we must
question the ultimate
quality of what we make,
as we continually do.
Yes, we are snobs,
of a sort ••••.•
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